REVELSTOKE COMMUNITY VISION (1994)

Revelstoke will be a leader in achieving a sustainable community by balancing environmental, social and
economic values within a local, regional and global context.
Building on its rich heritage and natural beauty, this historic mountain community will pursue quality and
excellence. Revelstoke will be seen as vibrant, healthy, clean, hospitable, resilient and forward-thinking. It will
be committed to exercising its rights with respect to decisions affecting the North Columbia Mountain Region.
Community priorities include: opportunities for youth; economic growth and stability; environmental
citizenship; personal safety and security; a responsible and caring social support system; a first-class education
system; local access to life-long learning, spiritual and cultural values; and diverse forms of recreation.
All residents and visitors shall have access to the opportunities afforded by this community.

Revelstoke’s ICSP is organized into a family of documents that include:
Part 1:
Sustainability Framework

Part 2:
State of Sustainability Report

Part 3:
Sustainability Action Plan

Outlines the purpose and context for the ICSP and identifies
sustainability priorities and integrating strategies for achieving the
community vision. Moving forward on sustainability is supported
through an implementation strategy.
Part I summarizes the main points of the plan and will require
infrequent updating.
A current snapshot of the community’s sustainability performance as
well as challenges and opportunities.
Part II will require updating every 3-5 years.
Based on the integrating strategies, which support implementation by
community collaboration, Part III provides goal statements detailed
actions, timeframes and roles.
Part III is a working document and will require updating on a frequent
basis, at least generally every 1-2 years.

Report Prepared by:
Mountain Labyrinths Inc.
In Partnership with:
HB Lanarc Consulting Ltd. – A Member of the Golder Group of Companies,
George Penfold, RPP, and
Selkirk Planning & Design
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Summary of Revelstoke’s Sustainability Strengths,
Challenges and Opportunities
Revelstoke has already taken significant steps towards
sustainability, particularly for a city of its size. The
community’s ongoing success in collaboratively
identifying issues and opportunities, then planning and
taking effective action, signal strong community capacity
to continue to move towards long term sustainability.

Strategic Priority

There are challenges to moving forward, as well as
opportunities for the community to ‘walk the talk’ of
sustainability. The table below summarizes these
strengths, challenges and opportunities for each
strategic sustainability priority, in no particular order of
relative importance.

Strengths, Challenges and Opportunities

Environment & Climate
Strengths


City - Contracted Environmental Sustainability Coordinator; Environmental Advisory
Committee; climate change adaptation planning; initiative to map Environmentally
Sensitive Areas using science-based criteria from professional biologists and manage
areas using planning tools; seeking Provincial Bear Smart status in partnership with
Revelstoke Bear Aware; Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation management of
forest resources for social, economic and environmental sustainability



BC Hydro – Environmental monitoring and restoration projects.



Community - North Columbia Environmental Society (NCES) educational activities,
and annual volunteer habitat restoration event; Revelstoke Cycling Association low
(environmental) impact cycling trails.

Climate resilience &
healthy ecosystems

Challenges and Opportunities


There are risks that future development will damage ecosystems, including increased
wildfires from recreation users. There are opportunities to coordinate how natural
areas are used to allow use while protecting ecosystems.



Warmer temperatures, more rain at low elevations, more snow at high elevations,
more extreme weather events, and changes in stream flows can be expected as the
climate changes, with community impacts such as reduced summer water supplies,
increased transportation disruptions and changes in tourism seasons. Designs and
management of forestry, hydro, tourism, and infrastructure in the community needs
to anticipate these changes.

Strengths
Carbon neutral energy &
emissions



City – Signator to the BC Climate Action Charter is working towards carbon
neutrality; corporate and community energy and emissions plans being implemented
with the support of the contracted Environmental Sustainability Coordinator;
Revelstoke Community Energy Corporation district energy (DE) system and
expansion plan; Anti-Idling Bylaw; Smart Growth Development Checklist; public
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transit available and winter ski shuttle; annual Bike-to-Work Week.


Community - Kootenay Car Share Co-op with 3 vehicles.

Challenges and Opportunities


While BC Building Code changes are likely to increase building energy efficiency,
there are few other substantive incentives.



Revelstoke drivers are likely to continue to prefer high fuel use vehicles, however
many people already bike and walk lots and there are opportunities to increase
these alternatives.



District energy system expansion will need significant investment as well as areas of
higher density development to create adequate demand for business viability.



Updates to land use in the OCP along with the Transportation Master Plan and draft
Unified Development Bylaw will encourage higher density around neighbourhood
focal points. The upcoming repurposing of the three old school sites may create
opportunities to implement these approaches.



Geothermal heating has potential in Revelstoke.

Strengths


City – Household curbside recycling pick-up; community recycling depots; quarterly
recycling events; pilot composting program for City operations; Smart Growth
Development Checklist.



CSRD - Encourages construction materials recycling



Community – Private sector beverage container and electronics recycling; NCES
waste reduction education; several businesses committed to waste reduction; Stoke
List and other online classifieds; gear swaps; non-profit thrift stores.

Challenges and Opportunities
Minimal waste
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Plastic shopping bags could be banned locally as in some other communities.



Promotion of ‘waste free’ events or activities such as holiday celebrations or
birthdays.



Increasingly, technologies and systems will change to support the reuse of waste
products. The province’s work with Multi-Materials BC, a non-profit organization
who represents the interests of industry, and local governments to develop solutions
to significantly reduce solid waste generation in BC will support these changes.



Increasing opportunities for composting kitchen waste such as Bear Aware backyard
composting and eventually curbside organics recycling, could provide large
reductions in waste going to the landfill and generate a useful product for
gardens/landscaping.



The CSRD maximizes opportunities for capturing methane gas from its landfills as an
energy resource.



Convenient options for waste diversion, accompanied by an Illegal Dumping policy,
could reduce the incidence of illegal dumping.

Strengths


City – Partially implemented a Water Conservation Strategy; back-up water
infrastructure (wells, reservoir); joined the Columbia Basin Trust WaterSmart
initiative; Source Protection Plan underway for Greeley watershed; completed Phase
1 of 3 of a Liquid Waste Management Plan; sewer line from the treatment plant to
the resort has the capacity to link the Arrow Heights neighbourhood; cosmetic
pesticide use bylaw.



NCES - Household water conservation education.

Challenges and Opportunities


Potential long term impacts of climate change on the city’s water supply remain a
concern that will be better understood when the Watershed Source Protection Plan
is completed.



Costly expansion and improvement to the City’s water treatment plant and liquid
waste management is needed to accommodate anticipated growth in demand for
services. The timing and scale of these investments could be reduced through water
conservation actions such as installing water-efficient fixtures and xeriscaping.



Retaining stormwater on site through the use of vegetative cover, bioswales, storage
in cisterns for use in garden irrigation, etc. would allow stormwater to re-enter the
groundwater system and reduce costs of sewer treatment.



Greywater - waste water most commonly from sinks, showers, bathtubs, washing
machines and dishwashers - can be captured on site and re-used for irrigation or
cleaning purposes.



A public awareness program on the effects of disposing toxic substances in the
stormwater system could help reduce these incidents.

Responsible Water Use

Social & Cultural
Strengths

Affordable, accessible
housing



City - Revelstoke Community Housing Society with one rental duplex, plans for a 12
unit condo and a pilot program with Habitat for Humanity; Bridge Creek Properties
land bank for affordable housing; bylaws to permit secondary suites and
Manufactured (Mobile) Home Redevelopment Procedure.



Community – Total of 41 subsidized rental units, with 12-17 households on the
waiting list for these spaces during the past three years. Twenty-five households
have accessed rent subsidies.

Challenges and Opportunities


As market based solutions for affordable, accessible housing are unlikely, the
Community Housing Society and the City must continue to collaborate over the
longer term to address needs for rental and low income households and employers,
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including Revelstoke Mountain Resort, will need to become involved in find solutions
to address the housing needs of seasonal workers.


Planning and development policies, standards and agreements, especially the
removal of barriers to developing secondary suites and carriage cottages, will be
necessary to facilitate the development of lower priced market-based housing to
meet the needs of medium income households..



As the demand for affordable housing increases, there is an opportunity to develop
the City’s Bridge Creek property with a range of housing options, to provide
affordable housing for a wide-range of residents; low-income, young families,
seniors, youth, etc.

Strengths

Caring, engaged
community

Strong, vibrant creative
identify
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City - Social Development Committee and contracted Social Development
Coordinator; Age Friendly BC designation; Youth Initiative Committee and contracted
Youth Liaison



Community – High level of volunteerism; school district is one of the highest rated in
the province; new Early Learning, Literacy and Health Neighbourhood Learning
Center at Begbie View Elementary with co-located child and family support services;
extensive childcare spaces at Revelstoke Child Care Society and 11 family childcare
centres; Early Childhood Development Committee initiatives support children so
Revelstoke has one of the lowest vulnerable ratings provincially; breadth of family
supports; growing and active Seniors Association; Community Response Network;
Okanagan College immigrant settlement services and English as a second language
(ESL) training; Multicultural Society events; Welcome to Revelstoke website,
Newcomers’ Guide, Youth Survival Guide and Welcome Week.

Challenges and Opportunities


There are opportunities to bridge potential divides between long-time residents who
are not part of the new resort scene, and new younger full-time residents and
seasonal workers/visitors based on common interests, such as the spectacular local
environment and a vibrant downtown business community.



The City is working to improve communications and focus planning activities to
reduce “engagement fatigue,” address concerns about City operations and spending,
and engage new residents and seasonal workers in community decision processes.
Community organizations are encouraging volunteering as a way to engage new
residents and seasonal workers.



Service providers have identified social isolation as an issue for some seniors, people
with disabilities and people living on low incomes, particularly in the winter months.



There is an opportunity to promote the Age Friendly BC designation and continue to
address accessibility and social participation challenges for seniors.

Strengths


City - Revving UP: Revelstoke’s Cultural Strategy (2012); Heritage Commission and

designated downtown residential Heritage Conservation Area; Enhancement
Committee; Public Art Committee; Grizzly Plaza expansion as iconic cultural location.


Community - Parks Canada and four museums; celebrations of the local history and
culture; Museums Collective; volunteer Revelstoke Arts Council, an umbrella
organization for arts groups; many volunteer arts groups; new performance art
spaces at Powder Springs Inn, RMR and the high school.

Challenges and Opportunities


Retaining the historic character of the community while achieving increased housing
density and mixed use will require thoughtful design and strong commitment to the
heritage element of the community identity.



Mechanisms are in place to continue to expand public art.



Not-for-profit volunteer groups lead the cultural sector, with the only paid staff at
the Arts Council, Visual Arts Centre, Performing Arts Centre and three museums. The
pool of volunteers is limited and burnout is a too common phenomenon.



Creative, market-based programming is needed to grow cultural activities to fully
utilize the new performance spaces.



There is strong interest in re-purposing the historic Mountain View School as a
downtown cultural focal point, with living and studio space for artists.



While the cultural community looks to the City to expand its support for this sector,
residents don’t place a high priority on funding this sector.

Strengths


City - Social Development Committee and contracted Social Development
Coordinator; Community Health Care Advisory Committee; Parks, Recreation and
Culture Master Plan; fire, policing and emergency response services.



Interior Health – Provides a broad range of general health services.



Community – Private businesses and volunteer groups provide a wide range of
health services; Poverty Reduction and Substance Use Strategies; Volunteer Search
and Rescue and Highway Rescue Societies; many services for residents who are
struggling to meet their basic needs; Health and Wellness Fairs for seniors and
others; NCES Local Food initiative and community garden partnership with the
United Church; expanding household gardening, hunting, fishing and preserving.

Healthy, active, safe
citizens

Challenges and Opportunities


The high cost of living makes it difficult for some residents to meet their basic
needs. Implementing the 2012 Poverty Reduction Strategy should be a priority.



Substance abuse remains a concern. Full implementation of the 2010 Substance Use
Strategy should be a priority.



Opportunities exist to expand local food production.



Partnerships to expand recreational infrastructure are developing. Keeping the
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neighbourhood playgrounds and green spaces at the old school sites are a priority.


Demands on emergency services are increasing, sometimes without resources to
meet demands.

Local Economy
Strengths

Locally diverse economy



City – Economic Development Commission; Revelstoke Community Forest
Corporation and Revelstoke Community Energy Corporation are City-owned and
cooperative businesses; partner with the Chamber of Commerce and Community
Futures in a central Business Information Centre with “one stop” access to business
supports; partners with the Chamber of Commerce and Accommodation Association
to promote the City as a tourist destination and/or place to live or establish a
business.



Community - Community Futures business loans, training, and other business
services; Chamber of Commerce promotes and supports for local business.

Challenges and opportunities


Most of the long term, larger employers are unlikely to expand significantly in the
future.



For many businesses, improving transportation access to Revelstoke is important to
their long term success.



Finding new owners for local business as current owners retire will be critical if
current businesses and services are to be retained.



Commercial property taxation, costs and fees associated with commercial
development and downtown parking requirements are perceived by business sector
to be barriers to business success and growth.



More focus on small business by existing business service providers and improved
entrepreneurial training will be required.

Strengths


Global connections

Community – Location next to National Parks attracts international visitors; global
cooperative marketing as “Close to Heaven, Down to Earth” through several
websites, brochures, other marketing strategies; Freeskiing World Tour at RMR;
businesses hiring temporary and permanent foreign workers; WorkBC Employment
Services Centre - Revelstoke provides services for temporary foreign workers;
Welcome to Revelstoke website, Newcomers’ Guide, Youth Survival Guide and
Welcome Week; partnership with Invest Kootenay for marketing for business
succession nationally and internationally; digital communication is available
throughout the community.

Challenges and Opportunities
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Collaboration between marketing initiatives as well as targeted marketing will be

necessary to improve efficiency and effectiveness.


Improved coordination and networking between the international community and
business.



Continuing to develop and support services, events, education and information for
both international guests and workers will be needed.



Continuing to advocate for improvements in road, air and rail transportation options
will be important. However, improved accessibility could add to tourism visitation,
but could also lead to more long distance commuting (e.g., to Fort McMurray.)



Public wireless access throughout the community would be an asset for tourism and
improved digital communications capacity is required.

Strengths


Community - WorkBC Employment Services Centre - Revelstoke; Community Futures
self-employment support; Okanagan College training, trades and education
programs.

Challenges and Opportunities
Adequate, skilled
workforce



Baby boom generation retirements are and will continue to create labour force
difficulties for businesses, and opportunities for local youth to fill gaps, or for foreign
workers.



Integrating increasing numbers of full-time and seasonal international workers into
the community creates both challenges and opportunities.



Providing in-town education and training that fits the scale of local demands is
necessary, and difficult. Innovative approaches will be required.

Community Capacity
Strengths


City – Significant precedent setting initiatives such as Community Forest Corporation,
district energy system, resort municipality status, heritage conservation area,
community housing society illustrating commitment and capacity to carry out
complex initiatives; recently updated Official Community Plan; past Community
Development Action Plans integrated City and community plans; active
committees/commissions; regular updating of social development plans and some
other plans; Comprehensive Community Survey updated every 5 years; no vacant
positions.



Community – Community supported vision statement; several regularly updated
community plans implemented via community groups; community organizations
offer a breadth of programs and have strong fund-raising skills; extensive, strong
volunteer organizations.

Community capacity

Challenges and Opportunities


The strong capacity of the City and community organizations creates the potential to
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be able to continue to address challenges.


An ongoing process for reporting on movement towards sustainability is needed,
which can be difficult to find time and resources to implement.



The ICSP creates an opportunity to reconsider membership, terms and
responsibilities for City commissions/ committees to avoid “silo’ed” implementation.



Continued efforts to improve community engagement in City initiatives and
communicate City activities is recognized and being explored.



Ongoing attention to City financial management is needed to face the fiscal
challenges of resort development, and to build public confidence.



High personal and household debt loads may create future challenges.



Baby boom generation retirements from the City, agencies and community
organizations is likely to require innovative human resource practices to successfully
bridge this demographic and labour force change.



Important priorities for building community capacity will be collaborative
implementation of the Substance Use Strategy and the Poverty Reduction Strategy.
True, deep collaboration is needed to address these longstanding and embedded
challenges. Swift implementation is essential to continue community support for
social planning.



City and community plans will need to be aligned with the ICSP during regular
updating. The draft Transportation Master Plan and updated zoning bylaw should be
consistent with the ICSP before adoption.



The City and community organizations could support sustainability by reviewing their
management processes, structures and systems to test consistency with the ICSP
sustainability priorities and goals

The first phase of this ICSP: The Sustainability Framework
identified community priorities and integrating strategies
for a Sustainable Revelstoke. This report summarizes the
strengths, challenges and opportunities for achieving
sustainability in Revelstoke.
The next phase of this ICSP will create an Action Plan
that updates the most recent version of the Community
Development Action Plan with a focus on long-term
sustainability. Starting with compilations of actions from
existing plans, the project team will conduct interviews,
focus groups and public input sessions to seek new ideas
and then define priority actions to address the
challenges and opportunities listed above for community
sustainability priorities.
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The Sustainability Framework, this State of Sustainability
Report and the Sustainable Community Action Plan will
provide direction for the community to continue to move
towards sustainability.

Part 1: Introduction
Through the Gas Tax Agreement, the BC government has
funded many communities in recent years to complete
Integrated Community Sustainability Plans (ICSPs). ICSPs
encourage communities to take a fresh, long-term look
at their future and focus on finding ways to become
more sustainable.

through an implementation strategy.
Part I summarizes the main points of the plan and will
require infrequent updating.


Revelstoke’s ICSP has the following characteristics:








Integrated – Community members and the City have
crafted many plans in recent years. The ICSP creates
an ‘umbrella’ that integrates and links these plans for
efficient action on community priorities.

Part II will require updating every 3-5 years.


Community – Most of the plans the City initiates
provide direction mainly to City operations. The ICSP
is a community plan – not a City plan. This is another
opportunity for Revelstoke to come together to solve
problems and pursue its goals.

Part 3: Sustainability Action Plan – This document is
based on the integrating strategies, which support
implementation by community collaboration, Part III
provides goal statements detailed actions,
timeframes and roles.
Part III is a working document and will require updating
on a frequent basis, at least generally every 1-2 years.

Sustainability – Sustainability has long been a
foundation for life in Revelstoke. Crafted in 1994,
Revelstoke’s Community Vision begins with
‘Revelstoke will be a leader in achieving a sustainable
community by balancing environmental, social and
economic values within a local, regional and global
context.’ This ICSP provides a sustainability
framework for prioritizing actions to meet our
current needs while ensuring that the needs of
future generations are also met.

The following sources have been used to prepare this
State of Sustainability Report:

Plan – While this is a plan on paper, the ICSP Steering
Committee and the project team are committed to
ensuring this plan leads to community-wide actions
to address priorities by community organizations,
the City, businesses, households and individuals. It is
a chance to focus, integrate, and strengthen
activities
community-wide,
and
galvanize
implementation.

The Revelstoke ICSP is organized into a family of
documents that include:


Part 2: State of Sustainability Report – This
document provides a current snapshot of the
community’s sustainability performance as well as
challenges and opportunities.

Part 1: Sustainability Framework – This document
Outlines the purpose and context for the ICSP and
identifies sustainability priorities and integrating
strategies for achieving the community vision.
Moving forward on sustainability is supported



compilation of over 30 community plans and reports
that have been completed since 2007;



future scenarios developed for Revelstoke;



2012 Community Survey responses;



interviews with staff from community organizations,
the City and the business sector; and



public input at community engagement events.

Readers can review most of the community plans that
were used to prepare this report, and the 2012
Community survey at the ICSP project website (see info
box below).
This report contains the following sections:
Part 2 Creating a Sustainable Future in Revelstoke Outlines global and local sustainability challenges
and provides an overview of the sustainability
framework.
Part 3 Our Environment & Climate Sustainability –
Assesses the state of sustainability for the
strategic priorities: water responsibility; minimal
waste; carbon neutral energy and emissions; and

Revelstoke State of Sustainability Report 2012
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climate resilience and healthy ecosystems.
Part 4 Our Social & Cultural Systems Sustainability –
Assesses the state of sustainability for the
strategic priorities: healthy, active, safe citizens;
affordable, accessible housing; caring, engaged
community; and strong, vibrant creative identity.
Part 5 Our Local Economy Sustainability - Assesses the
state of sustainability for the strategic priorities:
adequate, skilled workforce; diverse economy
and global connections.

Part 6 Achieving Sustainability
community’s
capacity
sustainability.

to

Evaluates the
implement

Part 7 Moving to Action – Describes the linkage from
this report to the Sustainable Community Action
Plan.
This State of Sustainability Report provides the
background for defining priority actions to achieve longterm sustainability in the Sustainable Community Action
Plan phase of the ICSP.

For more information about Revelstoke’s ICSP:
Project website: http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?nid=322
Alan Mason, Director of Community Economic Development
250 837-5345 | amason@revelstoke.ca
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Part 2: Creating a Sustainable Future in Revelstoke
resource scarcity.

2.1 Global Context

What might the future hold for Revelstoke? Until
recently, we were pretty safe predicting the future based
on past trends. Today, global financial uncertainties,
changing weather patterns, and global market places, for
example, make it impossible to predict what the future
holds with any certainty. There are many long term forces
of change that most experts agree we will have to
contend with over time – the following is a short list:

Governments at all levels face increasing debt loads and
increasing costs.

So how do we make decisions as individuals, households,
businesses and communities to prepare and to ensure
we remain resilient in the face of these changes? This
new reality has been explored in creating this ICSP for
Revelstoke.

2.2 Our Community Vision

Economic


The global financial system is in increasingly fragile and
volatile, with high debt levels.



Natural resource commodity prices, including fossil fuel
prices are rising and/or are more volatile.



Disposable incomes are declining as food, fuel and other
commodity prices rise.

In 1994 the Community Vision below was crafted through an
extensive community process. This statement has been
reaffirmed several times over the years. In 2009 the
following additions were suggested: affordability,
environmental protection, inclusive and supportive of all
citizens and their diversity, architectural heritage
conservation, act locally/think globally. This Vision
provides our long-term aspirations for our community.

Social and demographic




The population is aging and general health conditions
are declining (rising obesity, diabetes, heart-related
diseases and cancers), which is resulting in increased
health care costs, changing housing needs and leisure
preferences.
Work structures are changing with employment
becoming less secure while income inequality is rising
and the middle income class is shrinking.

Environmental


Weather events are becoming more severe, average
long term temperatures are rising, and precipitation
patterns are changing.

Technology


The information technology revolution continues (cloud
computing, artificial intelligence, digital media).



Local energy supply technologies are expanding (district
energy, solar, wind).

REVELSTOKE COMMUNITY VISION (1994)
Revelstoke will be a leader in achieving a sustainable
community by balancing environmental, social and
economic values within a local, regional and global
context.
Building on its rich heritage and natural beauty, this
historic mountain community will pursue quality and
excellence. Revelstoke will be seen as vibrant, healthy,
clean, hospitable, resilient and forward-thinking. It will
be committed to exercising its rights with respect to
decisions affecting the North Columbia Mountain
Region.
Community priorities include: opportunities for youth;
economic growth and stability; environmental
citizenship; personal safety and security; a responsible
and caring social support system; a first-class education
system; local access to life-long learning, spiritual and
cultural values; and diverse forms of recreation.
All residents and visitors shall have access to the
opportunities afforded by this community.

Political


Security threats continue to increase due to rising

Revelstoke State of Sustainability Report 2012
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2.3 Our Sustainability Framework
Sustainability is a concept that has emerged over the
past twenty years in response to these global trends,
which impact quality of life. Revelstoke’s sustainability
definition emphasizes the mindset that is needed to
make decisions as individuals and collectively to meet
needs today without compromising opportunities for
future generations.

Revelstoke’s Sustainability Definition
Sustainability is a mindset – a philosophy and
approach for decision-making that permeates
everything we do and choose not to do – as
individuals and collectively.
The core of sustainability is to:



achieve a good life today, and
create the potential for a quality future for the
next generations.

A sustainable society depends upon the achievement
of four conditions – not as isolated priorities, but as
interconnected essentials:





a vibrant, healthy and inclusive community,
a healthy environment,
a responsible and innovative economy, and
a strong leadership collaboration in government
and the community (at all levels).

A sustainable community depends on everyone
working together - it cannot be achieved by any one
party acting alone.
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We do not know exactly how the future will unfold, but
we know this:


the future will be different from the past;



in our community the future can be shaped by our
choices and actions; and



we can make better decision today by exploring
what the future may hold.

Considering the above forces of change, it is critical to
define key priorities that we, as a community, will act on
to ensure our long term resilience and sustainability.
Accordingly, Sustainability Priorities have been identified
to define the social, environmental and economic
outcomes our city seeks to achieve over the long term.
Together, these Sustainability Priorities define a
“sustainable” Revelstoke. With our long-term vision well
defined, Integrating Strategies were then developed to
focus and coordinate our actions - to get more “bang for
our buck” when it comes to time, energy and financial
investments. The Framework diagram below illustrates
our sustainable priorities and integrating strategies and
the link to our future.
We haven’t started from scratch creating totally new
directions for Revelstoke – our Priorities and Integrated
Strategies are consistent with current goals in existing
plans. Through the ICSP process, we have added the
perspective of a long term lens to plans the City and
community organizations are already working on
together.
This framework (see next page) provides the context for
exploring Revelstoke’s current state of sustainability in
the remaining sections of this report.

Revelstoke State of Sustainability Report 2012
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Part 3: Our Environment & Climate Sustainability
3.1 Climate Resilience and Healthy Ecosystems
3.1.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Revelstoke is surrounded by nature; the richness of
local ecosystems includes rare or endangered species
such as the Western Painted Turtle, White Sturgeon,
Short-eared Owl, Grizzly Bear, and Mountain Caribou.
These and a myriad of other plants and creatures are
supported by the forest, grassland, wetland, riparian
areas and rivers in the area. Revelstoke is located in the
world’s only temperate inland rainforest. These moist
to wet forests are naturally predominantly old growth
and are similar to coastal rain forests.
Ecosystems provide opportunities for passive and
active recreation, and more importantly, critical life
sustaining environmental services. Natural areas clean
our air, moderate our climate, provide us with food,
absorb our wastes, and so much more. As a mountain
town, Revelstoke’s economy is dependent on local
ecosystems for forestry products and tourism, and the
well-being of local residents is closely related to the
diverse ecosystems at our doorstep.
Population increases, ongoing development and carbon
heavy lifestyles are creating significant environmental
stressors across the planet. If unchecked, these
stressors are expected to lead to massive changes in
global and local weather patterns, ecosystem health
and the survivability of plant and animal species the
world over. In BC, there are more than 1,377 species at
risk – plants, animals and insects that are in danger of
becoming locally or globally extinct.

3.1.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?
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Revelstoke has approximately 300 hectares (not
including the golf course) designated within 12
parks and trails. Existing parks operated and
managed by the City include three community
parks (Centennial Park, Queen Elizabeth Park,

Williamson’s Lake), six neighborhood parks (e.g. Big
Eddy Park, Kovach Park, Moose Park), and thirteen
other parks or undeveloped areas.


The City is adjacent to Mount Revelstoke National
Park, which includes extensive habitats as well as
recreational infrastructure including trails and
seasonal highway access to the alpine. On its other
boundaries the City is surrounded by provincial
crown forested land.



The Illecillewaet Greenbelt Society manages the
park between the Illecillewaet River and the River
Trail as a green space on behalf of the community.
BC Hydro manages much of the lands on the
Columbia River floodplain, including the extensive
‘drawdown zone’ south of the community, which
provides opportunities for recreation and
important wetland wildlife habitats.



Black bears, the occasional grizzly bear, cougars,
deer, moose and coyotes traverse the community.
Some of these animals become classified as
problem wildlife as a result of damage to property
(including trees and gardens) or wildlife-human
interactions, sometimes resulting in the destruction
or removal of the animal. Between 2005 and 2011,
55 black bears and three grizzly bear mortalities
have occurred due to bear-human conflicts in
Revelstoke.



There are 18 threatened or endangered species
that have been found in and around the City,
including 8 birds, 4 mammals, 3 fish species, 2
amphibians, and 1 reptile.



Mountain caribou, a threatened species
provincially, inhabit forests adjacent to the
community north of Highway 1. The local
populations have declined substantially in recent
years. Habitat changes through logging and other
land uses, disturbance from motorized winter
recreation, predation and possibly climate change
are all possible causes of population declines.
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85% of respondents to the 2012 community survey
felt the condition of the natural environment
around the community was very important to their
quality of life. In the same survey, 76% felt the
condition of the environment was very important
to the state of the community’s economy. This is a
slight decline from the results received in the 2007
and 2000 community surveys (89% and 82%,
respectively.)

implications of the changing climate on tourism
and recreation; adapting infrastructure including
developing plans for stormwater management and
Illecillewaet flooding, ensuring adequate water
supplies for fire response, and considering future
climate projections in new developments.


Bear Awareness Program: The Bear Management
Committee was initiated in 1996 and instituted the
first Bear Awareness Program in the province.
During the years the Bear Awareness program has
been operating, there has been a substantial
decline in the average number of bears destroyed
each year. Bear proofing of garbage has been
occurring at a modest rate. The City continues to
pursue Bear Smart Community status. Revelstoke
Bear Aware operates an annual gleaning project,
collecting extra fruit and donating it to the food
bank.



Mountain Caribou: In terms of wildlife
conservation, a group has formed to explore
implementing a fenced calving area for ‘rearing in
the wild’ as an option to recover local mountain
caribou populations and a regional white sturgeon
recovery committee is implementing actions to
recover sturgeon populations.



Restoration: BC Hydro has extensive research,
monitoring and restoration initiatives underway in
the Columbia River and Arrow and Revelstoke
reservoirs through the Columbia Water Use Plan
and the Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program.



Environmental Stewardship: Citizen involvement
opportunities are abundant. The North Columbia
Environmental Society encourages environmental
stewardship through education, a community
garden and other activities and until recently, the
Friends of Mt. Revelstoke and Glacier National
Parks have promoted environmental care through
their programs - the future of this group is
currently uncertain.



Revelstoke Community Forest Corporation (RCFC):
RCFC was formed in April 1993 to regain some
control over the local forest resources for social
and economic reasons, and to improve forest
management and environmental protection in the
area.

27% and 30% of respondents to the 2012
community survey felt that biodiversity/wildlife
and adapting to climate change impacts,
respectively, were in the top 5 most important
environmental issues needing attention.

3.1.3 What are we doing now?






Environmental Protection: The south slopes of
Mount Revelstoke, the airport wetlands/reservoir
drawdown zone, other wetlands, and riparian areas
next to streams and floodplains are recognized as
environmentally sensitive areas in the OCP where
development is controlled through a Development
Permit Area.
Riparian Area Protection: The City has adopted the
Provincial Riparian Areas Regulation of the Fish
Protection Act to protect aquatic areas. This is
implemented through a Development Permit Area
as well.
Environmental Sustainability Coordinator: The City
has a contracted coordinator to support movement
forward on environmental priorities including
energy management and water conservation. The
City hired an arborist to develop and implement
urban forestry practices.



Environment Advisory Committee: The City
committee was created in 2010 to provide
overview and guidance on municipal environmentrelated initiatives.



Climate Adaptation: In 2011 the City completed a
Climate Adaptation Scanning and and Planning
Workshop where the following priorities were
identified: community wildfire protection; bolster
water conservation efforts; understanding the
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indicate an increased rainfall of up to 45 per cent
from 1913 to 2002 and reduced snowpack at
lower elevations. Research has shown that
between 1950 and 1997, snowpack declined by 20
to 40 per cent in the entire Columbia Basin. Future
projections are for reduced summer rain and
increased
winter
precipitation.
Extreme
precipitation events are projected to occur two to
three times more frequently by the 2050s.

Low Impact Recreation: The Revelstoke Cycling
Association is working to create and maintain low
impact cycling trails.

3.1.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges




Expanding Recreational Development: Ongoing
development at RMR and other surrounding areas
for recreational purposes (e.g. for cross-country or
downhill trail riding) creates risks of changes to
habitat areas and potentially other risks such as
wildfires. Public access to natural areas is not
always negative. People also learn more about
natural systems as they engage with them and
learn to respect natural processes. In this context,
the city could consider coordinating how natural
areas are used for recreational purposes that
clearly identify areas for human access (and
associated conditions) through to areas that have
controlled or minimal human access.
Climate Change: Perhaps our biggest threats relate
to the impacts of climate change. The Columbia
Basin Trust has identified the following trends of
concern in our bioregion:3
o

8

Temperature changes: In the last century the
average temperature in the Basin has increased
by 1.5 degrees; most of this warming has
happened in the last 30 to 50 years. Warming
during all seasons is projected to continue over
the next century, with the average annual
temperature projected to be 1.6 to 3.2 degrees
warmer by the 2050s compared to the average
temperature for 1961 to 1990. One or two
degrees of warming may not seem like much –
until you consider that there is about a one
degree difference in the average annual
temperatures in Revelstoke and Salmon Arm.

o

Melting glaciers: Glaciers have shrunk on
average 16 per cent based on a 15-year period
ending in 2000. Most of BC’s glaciers are
continuing to lose mass and many may
disappear within the next 100 years.

o

More rain, more snow, more extreme weather
events: Results from five Basin weather stations

o

Changing stream and river flows: We have
experienced lower water levels in streams
during the summer and higher levels in the
winter. Between 1984 and 1995, spring runoff
occurred 20 days earlier than it did between
1970 and 1983. These changes are likely to
continue into the future, along with earlier
spring peak flows and lower late-summer flows
that continue into the fall, signaling increased
potential for future water scarcity.

The city could consider practices for managing the
impacts of climate change as it relates to changes
in the city’s vegetative systems (e.g. urban forest).
Assisted migration techniques have potential for
supporting a transition to plant species that can be
supported by the city’s future anticipated climate.

Resources
1) Old-growth Inland Rainforest Information Sheet.
Columbia Mountains Institute for Applied Ecology:.
2004. http://www.cmiae.org/Resources/old-growthinland-info-sheet.php
2) Millennium Ecosystem Assessment - Living beyond our
means: natural assets and human well-being. Statement
from the board. 2005.
3) City of Revelstoke Parks, Recreation and Culture Master
Plan.2011.
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/DocumentCenter/Ho
me/View/344
4) From Dialogue to Action – A Summary Report: Preparing
for a future climate that will be different from the past.
2012.
http://www.cbt.org/uploads/pdf/DialoguetoAction_Sum
maryReport_Final_lo-res.pdf
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3.2 Carbon Neutral Energy & Emissions
3.2.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Scientists agree, global greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
must stop increasing by 2015 and be below 2000 levels
by 2050 if we are to avoid potentially catastrophic
climate change – change that will lead to uncertain and
potentially severe collapse of agricultural production,
droughts, global sea level rise, loss of species, and major
human migration. What can communities do about this
global issue? Communities are increasingly recognizing
the benefit of taking action on energy consumption and
local GHG emissions and they are finding their actions
also support healthier, more sustainable, and
economically secure communities.
Locally, energy efficiency also helps the wallet. Recent
announcements by both Terasen Gas (Fortis) and BC
Hydro indicate that energy rates are going to be
increasing in Revelstoke. Reducing energy demand and
examining options for renewable energy can help save
money on bills, reduce vulnerability to energy price
fluctuations and reduce GHG emissions. In addition,
most renewable energy sector activities generate more
jobs than conventional energy sector activities.

3.2.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?


28% of respondents to the 2012 community survey
indicated they felt that air quality was among the top
5 most important issues needing attention. This was
a substantial decline from the 2007 survey, where
54% of respondents rated it as an important issue.
This change may be related to the decommissioning
of the two wood waste beehive burners at local
sawmills since 2007.



In 2007, GHG emissions from all sectors in
Revelstoke were 62,824 tonnes of CO2e. This is
approximately 8.5 tonnes per capita, roughly onehalf of the provincial per capita emissions in 2008.



Energy use was 1,253,224 GJ - equivalent to almost
$26.9 million dollars in energy costs.



Transportation made up over 65% of the emissions,
and roughly half of the energy consumed. While
buildings account for just over 50% of energy use,
they create about 25% of emissions, due in large part
to hydro-electricity used in both residential and
commercial buildings.



According to preliminary findings of the
Transportation Master Plan, there are currently
about 3,040 vehicle trips per hour within the
community.



Roughly 80% of people live less than 5 km from
work/school and shopping/services which suggests
active transportation options such as biking or
walking are viable for many residents.



45% of respondents to the 2012 community survey
felt that energy conservation and renewable sources
was one of the top 5 most important environmental
issues needing attention; it was the third most
frequent response.



33% of respondents to the 2012 community survey
felt that cycling/walking trails were among the top 5
most important social issues needing attention.

3.2.3 What are we doing now?


District Energy: The Revelstoke Community Energy
Corporation (RCEC) was created in 2005 to operate a
wood-waste fueled district energy (DE) system. The
current system provides DE steam for the dry kilns at
the Downie Timber sawmill and hot water for
heating at City buildings and several private buildings
in the downtown core. This system reduces GHGs in
Revelstoke by 4 – 5%. In 2011 the City completed a
“District Energy Expansion Plan” which explored
alternatives to grow the system. Plans are now in
place to support expanding the system, including
requiring large new residential or commercial
developments to be designed for hook-up
immediately, or over time.



Anti-Idling: Revelstoke adopted an Anti-Idling Bylaw
in 2008, and has signs posted throughout the
community.
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Climate Action Commitment: The City has signed on
to the BC Climate Action Charter with the provincial
government and the Union of BC Municipalities, as
well as the FCM Partners for Climate Protection
program. The main goal of this project is for the City
to become Carbon Neutral by 2012 – either by
reducing emissions or by offsetting remaining
emissions.
Energy and Emissions Plan: In 2011 the City
completed a “Community Energy and Emissions
Plan” (CEEP) to define a GHG emissions reduction
target and an action plan to achieve this target.
GHG Reduction Target: The City of Revelstoke has
amended the OCP according to provincial legislation
that supports local governments to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, conserve energy and
work towards creating more compact and
sustainable communities. The current OCP emission
reduction target is 8% by 2020 and 15% by 2030
compared with 2007 baseline levels.



Environmental Sustainability Coordinator: Revelstoke
contracted a coordinator in part to develop and support
implementation of the City’s carbon neutral plan.



Smart Development: “The City’s “Smart Growth
Development Checklist” requires developers to
indicate the walking distance from a planned
development to bus stops, trails, greenways and
cycling routes. It also includes criteria for energy
efficiency of proposed structures, enhanced
durability of construction materials, and design
attempts to maximize exposure to natural light.
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Clean Energy: Reliable electricity is provided by BC
Hydro from the provincial grid. The Mica, Revelstoke,
and Arrow Lakes generating stations provide power

for use across the province.


Alternative Fuel Vehicles: Vehicle fuels are primarily
gasoline and diesel. There is an electric vehicle
charging station but no bio-diesel or other
alternative fuelling stations in Revelstoke. There are
some very small quantities of mobile propane.



Car Sharing: The Kootenay Car Share co-op currently
offers 3 vehicles to members.



Local Transit: Two public transit routes run MondaySaturday during the daytime. In 2008, local Tourism
Infrastructure funds were used to purchase 2
passenger buses, which transport residents and
visitors to the ski hill – a third has been added in
2012/13.



Walkable Community: Currently, about 20% of
residents walk in the winter and 30% walk/20% cycle
in summer.



Cycling: In 2011, Revelstoke held its first Bike to
Work Week. In 2012, there were a total of 58 teams
registered, and a total of 427 cyclists participated –
including 59 new cyclists.

3.2.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges


Energy Efficient Buildings: The BC Government,
through the BC Building Code, aims to gradually
increase energy efficiency requirements for new
construction to be in line with the province’s
commitment to reduce GHG emissions. Changes to
the code will benefit new local building owners
through reduced energy spending. Without
demonstrable market demand for energy efficient
homes, there is little incentive for building energy
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efficient homes that go beyond code requirements
as most buyers tend to focus on other aspects of the
home (e.g. interior design, appliances, etc.) and are
very focused on housing costs. Currently, highly
energy efficient technologies such as solar heating
and geoexchange systems are not required for
meeting the building code as it relates to energy
performance.






Low Carbon Transportation: Past improvements to
vehicle efficiency have been offset by increased size
of vehicles. Trucks and SUVs use almost twice as
much fuel as small cars so there is significant
opportunity to reduce emissions by shifting to
different vehicle types. In 2011 in Revelstoke, over
60% of personal vehicles are classified as trucks,
vans, and SUVs.
Active Transportation: Opportunities exist to reduce
auto-dependence. Revelstoke has a large and active
cycling community, and has relatively compact and
flat geography. Cycling infrastructure could be
expanded, complemented by an expanded car share
and improved transit service.
District Energy Expansion: The plans to expand the
current district energy system should be a priority
but this requires significant investment as well as
substantial load demand (e.g. critical mass of heat
customers to support the infrastructure investment).
The city is supporting new, higher density
development within the planned area of DE
expansion to increase demand for heat and

efficiency of the system.


Mixed Use Community: The new land use plan and
upcoming zoning bylaw update, as well as the
Transportation Master Plan should encourage energy
efficiency by linking land use and transportation, and
encouraging higher density around neighbourhood
focal points and transportation routes. The
repurposing of the three old school sites may create
opportunities to implement these approaches.



Geothermal Energy: Revelstoke has the potential for
geothermal heating, with several residences in town
using this technology. The technology has not been
deployed on a larger neighbourhood scale in
Revelstoke to date.

Resources
1) Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change. 2007.
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/co
ntents.html
2) City of Revelstoke Climate Action webpage.
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?nid=324
3) Comparative Analysis of Employment from Air Emission
Reduction Measures. Pembina Institute. 1997.
http://www.pembina.org/pub/1385
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3.3 Minimal Waste
3.3.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
On a daily basis we all deal with waste such as packaging
and food scraps. On other occasions we need to figure
out what to do with unwanted items such as outdated
electronic equipment and furniture. Garbage that gets
thrown out includes a lot of things that can be recycled,
such as paper, metals, plastics and glass, as well as things
that can be composted, such as food scraps and yard
waste.
Garbage causes serious and often overlooked
environmental and social issues on both the global and
local scale. Local impacts of waste can include reduced
water quality from disposal sites. To handle and move
waste from our homes to the Revelstoke landfill,
significant greenhouse gas emissions are generated from
vehicles. Globally, the production of goods and
materials, most of which eventually become garbage, is
associated with excessive fossil fuel use, resource
depletion and poor labour conditions. Solid waste
disposal is also directly linked to the issue of climate
change through the production and release of methane
from landfills, which results from the decomposition of
organic waste. The waste we generate is a significant
contributor to our individual ecological footprint.



3.3.3 What are we doing now?


Smart Development: The Smart Growth Development
Checklist includes direction for waste management for
new developments: “Does the project provide enhanced
waste diversion facilities (e.g., on-site recycling, on-site
composting, bear proof containers)?”



Waste Diversion Strategy: The City of Revelstoke is
currently coordinating with the Columbia-Shuswap
Regional District (CSRD) to prepare a waste diversion
strategy.



Curbside Recycling: In 2012, the City began offering
curbside recycling pickup within the city limits.
Pickup occurs biweekly.



Recycling: In addition to household curbside pick-up
current recycling opportunities include:

3.3.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?


The City is responsible for solid waste collection from
residences throughout the community, via weekly
collection. Most commercial properties use private
waste management contractors for solid waste
collection.



The Revelstoke landfill is owned and operated by the
Columbia Shuswap Regional District (CSRD). The first
phase of the landfill will be capped in 2015.



In 2011, 7,420 tonnes of waste, an 8% decrease from
2010, or 0.99 tonnes per capita were deposited at the
Revelstoke Landfill.
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91% of respondents to a survey in 2011 conducted as
part of the city’s energy plan felt that more waste
reduction initiatives would help residents reduce
their household waste. 56% of respondents to the
2012
community
survey
felt
that
recycling/composting is one of the top 5 most
important environmental issues needing attention; it
was the most frequent response.

o

CSRD contracts collection of newspaper, mixed
paper, glass and tin food cans at two community
depots;

o

at quarterly recycling events, CSRD contracts
collection of batteries, paint, computers and
other waste at one depot;

o

private contractors in the community recycle
beverage containers, cardboard, electronic
waste and metal; and

o

the City of Revelstoke has piloted a composting
site for internal use.



Composting: The City and CSRD are partnering to
develop windrow wood waste/septage composting.



Construction Waste: The CSRD recently released a
Construction and Demolition Toolkit outlining a fee
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structure to encourage the separation and recycling
of construction and demolition materials asphalt
shingles, concrete and asphalt pavement, bricks,
refuse, gypsum/ drywall, metal, wood waste and
yard and garden waste.




Awareness: The North Columbia Environmental
Society has developed a waste fact sheet, providing
high-level information about waste and recycling in
Revelstoke.
Waste Reduction: Some local businesses are
providing an incentive for consumers to reduce
waste – the Modern café charges 25 cents extra for
using disposable cups. The Stoke List, an online buy
and sell classified, provides a means for local
residents to sell items for reuse.

3.3.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges







Banned Bags: Plastic shopping bags could be banned
locally as other communities have done.
Education: Trips to the local landfill would support
awareness of issues related to waste management
and would support reduced waste. The community
would benefit from resources that support ‘waste
free’ events or activities. For instance, resources that
share ideas about how to achieve waste free holiday
celebrations or birthdays would support greater
citizen action.
Technology: Increasingly, technologies and systems
will change to support the reuse of waste products.
For instance, the Vancouver has begun using ground
plastic as a feedstock material for road surfacing.
Clothing/Gear Swap: The success of the Stoke List could

be emulated in other ways. Organized clothing or gear
swaps or free items could be posted online for increasing
the reuse of materials that still have value. A day or two
annually could be designated where residents could put
useable things they want to give away at the front of
their homes for others to pick up.


Composting: It is estimated that after product
packaging, organic kitchen waste makes up the
largest component of household waste. Increasing
opportunities for composting could provide large
reductions in waste going to the landfill. There is
potential to expand backyard composting with due
attention to wildlife conflicts (e.g. coupled with Bear
Aware program), and eventually transitioning to
curbside organics recycling.



Methane: Because of its size, there is no
requirement to collect and flare landfill gas at the
Revelstoke landfill. Doing so would significantly
reduce GHG emissions. Collection of landfill gas
could also be used for heating or power generation.



Dumping: Illegal dumping still occurs outside of
sanctioned landfill areas. Clear options for waste
diversion, accompanied by an Illegal Dumping policy,
could reduce the incidence of this occurring.



Producer Responsibility: The province is working
with industry, solid waste handlers and local
governments to increase producer responsibility for
waste. Multi-Materials BC, a non-profit organization
that represents the interests of industry, is working
with the province to develop solutions to
significantly reduce solid waste generation in BC.

Resources
1) Revelstoke Community Energy and Emissions Plan. 5
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?NID=327
2) CSRD Solid Waste Management Planning webpage.
http://csrd.iwebez.com/siteengine/ActivePage.asp?PageI
D=438
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3.4 Responsible Water Use
3.4.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Canada is rich in fresh water resources, and so too is
Revelstoke. However, water quality and abundance can
lead to a false sense of security and worse yet, over
consumption of a precious and life-sustaining resource.
When considering water resources, most communities,
including Revelstoke, face high costs in delivering water
from the source to the user. Infrastructure needs
associated with water delivery include source protection,
intake pipes, water treatment facilities, reservoirs,
distribution pipes, pump stations, pressure reducing
stations, system monitoring, maintenance and repair. As
growth occurs in the community – either in number of
water users or in the amount of water use per person or
for business purposes – the need for new or updated
infrastructure becomes more pressing, with associated
financial consequences.

3.4.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?


Between 2009 and 2011 it cost between $1.35 and
$1.65 million per year to treat and deliver water in
Revelstoke. Per capita water use in Revelstoke in
2007 was approximately 910 litres per day; in
comparison with other BC municipalities our average
annual day unit water use is moderate with the peak
day being moderate to high.



Mid-summer water shortages in the main
community reservoir have occurred when average
daily consumption has as much as doubled due to
heavy watering of lawns, gardens and other uses.



The majority of the community gets its drinking
water from the Greeley Creek watershed. Water
quality meets or exceeds mandatory provincial safe
drinking water standards in all categories. The
watershed is designated as a Community Watershed
which provides some protection from development.
The City recently replaced its tank reservoir as a first
step in upgrading the aging reservoir.
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A state-of-the-art water treatment plant operated by
the City treats the water from Greeley Creek before
distribution to the majority of City residents.
Exceptions are the Big Eddy area, some properties
along Highway 23 North and approximately 5
residential properties in Upper Arrow Heights - the
majority of the properties in Upper Arrow Heights
are now able to connect directly to the City service
after a recent expansion of the water utility network.



In the Big Eddy area, well-sourced water is not
treated and is under permanent boil water advisory.



There are small streams and springs that provide a
potable water supply to residents adjacent to the
resort lands. As part of the resort approvals, RMR
has committed to ensuring adequate provision of
potable water supply to these properties in the
future. Recent disruptions in water supply to these
residents are being addressed.



There are approximately 2,916 residential and 298
industrial, commercial and institutional connections
to the water system, with 289 fire hydrants. The
City's water system can adequately supply a
population equivalent of approximately 8,380
people. The Big Eddy Waterworks District has a
further 285 hook-ups and 17 fire hydrants servicing
about 500 users, with the capacity to expand to 2000
users with current infrastructure.



The City’s secondary wastewater treatment plant
discharges treated water into the Illecillewaet River
upstream of where it flows through the community.
While water quality downstream of the site is
compliant with Provincial Water Quality Guidelines,
there are notable differences in water conditions
between downstream and upstream locations of the
treatment plant site. There is no sewer service in
Arrow Heights, except to the resort, or the Big Eddy
so wastewater is managed with septic tanks and
fields, as in the regional district areas.



City storm water catchment and disbursement is
limited to the Farwell, downtown, south Revelstoke
and a portion of Columbia Park neighbourhoods. This
water is discharged directly into the Columbia River
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without containment traps for oils or chemicals.



48% of respondents to the 2012 community survey
felt that quality drinking water was one of the top 5
environmental issues needing attention; it was the
second most frequent response.
22% of
respondents felt that water conservation was one of
the top 5 issues; only 9% of respondents felt that
stormwater discharge was one of the top 5 issues.

Responsible Snow Management: The City separates
“clean” snow from “contaminated” snow during snow
removal operations and only clean snow is dumped in
the Columbia River.



Pesticides: The City adopted a pesticide use bylaw in
2011 that restricts cosmetic pesticide use. The North
Columbia Environmental Society encourages pesticidefree gardening and water conservation through its
environmental education programs.

3.4.3 What are we doing now?






Conservation: The City has implemented a Water
Conservation Strategy which includes irrigation water
restrictions and monitoring, repair of water main leaks,
a water metering trial/study and water conservation
education activities, with free products. This has
resulted in significant declines in water use, including
irrigation use reduction of an estimated 30%.
Metering: A water metering feasibility study is being
implemented to aid in understanding the social,
economic and environmental cost/benefits of water
metering options.
Irrigation: A back-up well has been drilled at the City
golf course and provides irrigation water to the course.
A reservoir has also been added in Arrow Heights.

3.4.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges


Climate Change: Potential long-term impacts of climate
change on the city’s water supply remain a concern.



Managing Growth: Expansion and improvement to the
City’s water treatment plant and liquid waste
management is needed to accommodate growth in
demand for services.



Illegal Dumping: It is believed that residents regularly
illegally dump substances into the storm sewer system.
A public awareness program on the effects of disposing
toxic substances could help reduce this.



Stormwater Management: Retaining stormwater on
site through the use of vegetation, bioswales, storage in
cisterns for irrigation, would allow stormwater to reenter the groundwater system.



Water Efficient Buildings: Homes, offices and businesses
could be encouraged to reduce water use through
incentives for installing water-efficient devices, and
offering courses in xeriscaping. The provincial building
code could better support water efficiency for new
construction.
Greywater: Greywater, waste water most commonly
from sinks, showers, bathtubs, washing machines, and
dishwashers - can be used for irrigation or cleaning.



WaterSmart: The City joined the Columbia Basin Trust
WaterSmart initiative in July 2012 and will update the
Water Conservation Action Plan.



Source Protection: The City has initiated a Source
Protection Plan for the Greeley watershed to identify
potential impacts to water quality and quantity from
climate change and other factors, and define how to
reduce these risks.



Liquid Waste Management Plan: The City is
completing the plan in order to ensure services meets
future demand. Relocating the sewer treatment plant
outfall to the Columbia River to achieve higher dilution
rates is being investigated, along with other potential
improvements.



Infrastructure Connectivity: The sewer line to the
resort development on Mt. MacKenzie is expected to
eventually link the Arrow Heights neighbourhood to
the treatment plant.

1) City of Revelstoke Water Conservation Study. 2007.
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/DocumentCenter/Hom
e/View/669



Resources
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Part 4: Our Social & Cultural Systems
Background
People are the base of a sustainable community.
Understanding the dynamic of full-time, part-time and
visitor population numbers, ages and population flow in
and out of the community is essential to meeting the
demand for hard services such as water supply and
sewage treatment, as well as for the adequate provision
of housing and health, safely and support services over
the long-term. Meeting those needs is a critical
component of community sustainability.

the recreational amenities and lifestyle it offers. This
group has generally either developed smaller businesses
related to the tourism sector, or they are self-employed.

Impacts on sustainability


The Revelstoke and area permanent population of
approximately 7,924 is expected to grow only by
approximately 200 by 2031 unless there is an
unexpected driver for permanent population growth.



Since 2006 the population aged 65 and older has
increased and is expected to double to
approximately 2,000 by 2031. As the population
ages, attracting replacement workers to core
business sectors such as forestry, will be necessary;
business owners will retire, and business succession
will have to be addressed; and the need for services
and adequate housing for seniors will increase if
those retirees remain in town.



The 2006 to 2011 pattern of mobility shows net out
migration of populations aged 15 to 24 years and 45
and older, with net in migration of the population
aged 25 to 44 years.



Based on the number of hotel beds, campsites, Band
B’s, vacation rentals and non-resident owned homes,
the peak non-permanent population in the summer
and winter seasons is estimated to be close to the
same size as the permanent population.



Based on the limited growth in permanent
population since Revelstoke Mountain Resort was
established, additional tourism growth may not add
significantly to the permanent population.



If Revelstoke Mountain Resort grows as projected,
there will be population growth, especially in the
non-permanent population. The community is
already experiencing demands on housing and
services (e.g. highest rental rates in the region), and
these will likely increase as non-permanent visitor
and labour force populations expand.



The responsibility for supporting community
organizations and governance falls largely to the

Like many smaller rural communities, Revelstoke has
experienced little growth in permanent population for
many years, and has an ageing demographic. But,
Revelstoke also has a strong tourism component to its
economic base, including both summer and winter
visitors and related seasonal and temporary labour
demands.

There are two basic population “communities” in
Revelstoke:


Permanent population – Reside in Revelstoke.



Non-permanent community - Made up of visitors,
the temporary and seasonal labour force related
primarily to tourism services and activities, and short
term residents who have properties in Revelstoke
who may visit on weekends, holidays or seasonally.

The permanent community has two components. One is
tied to the core economic activities such as CPR and the
forest sector, and business and services that serve the
community. The second is a generally younger group of
people who have been drawn to Revelstoke because of
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permanent population. They are the people who sit
on community committees and boards and who hold
the values and perspectives that define what the
community is and wants to become.




The non-permanent residents are drawn to
Revelstoke mainly by the tourism and recreation
amenities Revelstoke and area has to offer, as well
as to the community that has been created based on
the values and perspectives of the longer term
permanent residents.
Many new permanent
residents and small businesses have been drawn to
the community for those same reasons, but to date,
that in migration has been largely offset by folks
leaving the community. This combination of in and
out migration may eventually result in changes to
the community values and perspectives.
Most community services, especially water
treatment, waste management and health and
safety services must address the needs of both
permanent and non-permanent population.



In the recent community survey, 89% of respondents
wanted to see additional permanent population
growth in Revelstoke, with almost half wanting
Revelstoke to grow to 10,000 or more, and 54%
would like to see growth in the numbers of visitors
from 7,000 to 15,000.

Resources
1) BC Stats Past population
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/StatisticsBySubject/Demogr
aphy/PopulationEstimates.aspx
2) BC Stats Population Projections
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/StatisticsBySubject/Demogr
aphy/PopulationProjections.aspx
3) BC Stats Household Projections
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/StatisticsBySubject/Demogr
aphy/Households.aspx
4) Stats Canada Revelstoke Community Profile
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/censusrecensement/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E

Photo: www.revelstokecurrent.com
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4.1 Affordable, Accessible Housing
can serve lower income employment households for
a variety of reasons, including return on investment,
rental accommodation management challenges, and
other market opportunities.

4.1.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Shelter is a basic human need, and the ability to be able
to access adequate shelter that is affordable to a range
of incomes, especially in the range from poverty to low
incomes, is essential if the needs of all residents in the
community are to be addressed. Younger people who
are just starting their employment career, people who
have disabilities or other challenges in obtaining or
maintaining employment, those who are employed in
lower paying jobs, or who are retired and living on a
minimum pension are especially vulnerable.
If housing costs are too high, other aspects of quality of
life such as basic health and nutrition can suffer, or in the
extreme, people become homeless and dependent on
shelter services and other support services, or are forced
out of the community. If market housing prices are too
high relative to incomes, it can be difficult for business
and agencies to attract employees even in medium wage
jobs, as those potential employees can choose to move
to other locations where the cost of housing is lower.
Providing higher wages to offset higher housing costs is
an option, but that places local businesses at a
competitive disadvantage.



Six years ago rental for a bachelor apartment was
$364 a month; in 2011 it cost $617, an increase of
69.5 per cent. A one bedroom that cost about $441
in 2006 cost $669 last year, a 52 per cent increase. A
two-bedroom apartment that would have cost about
$529 in 2006, was $867 in 2011, and increase of 64
per cent, and a three-bedroom unit that cost $592 in
2006 cost between $1,000 and $1,500 in 2011, an
increase of between 80 per cent and 150 per cent.
Some rental rates have increased beyond these
levels.



In 2006, the proportion of renter households
spending more than 30% of household income on
shelter was about 33%. The number increased from
130 in 2001 to 245 in 2006.



The proportion of owner households spending more
30% of household income on shelter in 2006 was
about 16%. (Data from the 2011 Census is not yet
available)



Despite the construction of 24 new subsidized
housing for seniors and people with disabilities in
2011, there are currently 15 households on the
waiting list for social housing, including 8 with
disabilities. In 2012 17 households with seniors and 8
low income, working families were receiving a rent
subsidy.

4.1.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?
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Historically housing prices have increased with
employment drivers such as construction of dams
and generating stations, and more recently with the
development of Revelstoke Mountain Resort and the
related housing demand for secondary vacation
homes, accommodation for seasonal employment
and tourist accommodations. The average sales price
for Revelstoke homes was $150,000 in 2003. By 2008
prices had skyrocketed to almost $450,000, then
declined to near $350,000 in 2009, where they have
remained.
The
market
is
not
developing
rental
accommodations or low cost market housing that

4.1.3 What are we doing now?


Affordable Housing Strategy and Land Bank: The
City has completed the Revelstoke Affordable
Housing Strategy and Policy Options report and has
set aside approximately 16 acres of land for
affordable housing initiatives.



Subsidized Housing: Forty-one subsidized rental
housing units are available for low income seniors
(over 55) and residents with disabilities at Monashee
Court, Moberly Manor and Mt. Begbie Manor and
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Villas. From 12 to 17 households have been on the
waiting list for these units annually over the past 3
years.


New Units: The Revelstoke Community Housing
Society has constructed a rental duplex on the Cityowned Bridge Creek Properties. The City of
Revelstoke, in partnership with the Governments of
Canada and British Columbia, Columbia Basin Trust
and the Revelstoke Seniors Citizens Housing Society
recently constructed Mount Begbie Villas, two 8-plex
townhome style cluster developments and an
additional eight units at Moberly Manor to provide
additional subsidized rental housing for seniors and
the disabled, providing an additional 24 units.

Housing Society, the City and employers, including
Revelstoke Mountain Resort, are going to have to
collaborate over the longer term to address
affordable non-market housing needs for rental and
low income households, seasonal workers and for
people with challenges that limit their full
participation in the labour force.


City’s Bridge Creek Property: As the demand for
affordable housing increases, there is an opportunity
to develop the City’s Bridge Creek property with a
range of housing options to provide affordable
housing for a wide-range of residents; low-income,
young families, seniors, youth, etc.



Secondary Suites and Carriage House/Cottages:
Market housing for medium income households will
also have to be a priority.
Planning and
development policies, standards and agreements will
be necessary to facilitate the development of lower
priced market housing. The City could consider
incentives to reduce barriers to construction of
secondary suites and options to move forward
swiftly to permit carriage houses.



Planned Construction: The Community Housing
Society is also one of four applicants that has
approval to move to the next phase of the Columbia
Basin Trust Affordable Rental Housing initiative, with
plans to construct rental townhouse units at the
City’s Bridge Creek property. The Society has also
recently agreed to partner on a pilot project to bring
Habitat for Humanity programs to the community.



RMR Employee Housing: The Revelstoke Mountain
Resort Master Development Agreement requires the
provision of employee housing in Phase 2. This is
conditional on additional resort expansion which, at
the current rate of development is unlikely to occur
for many years.

Resources

Supportive City Bylaws/Procedures: The City has
approved bylaws to permit secondary suites and has
established a Manufactured (Mobile) Home
Redevelopment Procedure.

2) Revelstoke Community Poverty Reduction Strategy. 2012.
http://revelstokesocialdevelopment.org/assets/files/Rev%
20Poverty%20Strategy(2).pdf





High Community Concern: In the recent community
survey, affordable housing was identified as the
most important social issue by 75% of respondents.

1) Housing Statistics:
http://www.revelstokecurrent.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/HOUSING-%E2%80%93RELATED-STATISTICS.pdf

3) Revelstoke Affordable Housing Strategy. 2006.
http://www.revelstokesocialdevelopment.org/assets/docs
/important_documents/Rev_Aff_Housing_Strategy.pdf
4) Revelstoke Residential Market Analysis. 2010

4.1.4 Looking to the Future Opportunities and Challenges


Local Solutions Needed: Without substantial change
in federal and provincial approaches to housing, it is
unlikely there will be market based solutions for
affordable, accessible housing.



Continued Collaboration Needed: The Community
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4.2 Caring, Engaged Community
major community decision in the past year.
However, only 39% of respondents thought that
public input influences major decisions – down from
52% in 2007.


Revelstoke citizens are active volunteers - 65% of
2012 survey respondents indicated they volunteer
their time and talents to the community, virtually the
same as in 2007.



Families are recognized as an essential foundation
for the community - 97% of community survey
respondents thought it was important to be, and
close to 90% viewed Revelstoke as being, family
oriented – results that have continued since 2000.
Close to 45% of community survey respondents in
2007 and 2012 had family members living in
Revelstoke other than in their home, illustrating the
multi-generational family identity of the community.



Children and youth receive special attention in
Revelstoke, with education seen as essential to
developing caring, engaged citizens.



Approximately 1,000 seniors 65 years and older live
here, representing 14% of the community population
now, with the expectation that this will increase to
20% by 2021. In 2009, seniors’ survey respondents
indicated that most wanted to stay in Revelstoke for
the rest of their lives; those who ‘didn’t know’ cited
insecurity regarding affordability and whether
enough services would be available to meet their
needs. Care for seniors was identified as one of the
top five social issues that need attention in the 2012
community survey.



People with disabilities are embraced and visible
within the community, with some supports provided
through government agencies and community
organizations.



In conjunction with the resort development, new
immigrants and individuals with short-term work
visas have joined the community as business and
home owners, and as seasonal workers.

4.2.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
In a caring community, residents have equal
opportunities and rights regardless of age, gender,
sexual orientation, religion, ethnicity, income level,
health and physical or mental ability. Individuals or
groups that require more support to realize their
potential do receive community assistance. The social
character of communities has been found to be directly
related to their economic success and competitiveness.
In particular, places that accommodate diversity enjoy
the greatest success in attracting and retaining talent.
Citizens can be engaged in their community by
supporting neighbours, volunteering in community
organizations or participating in civic decision processes.
Citizen participation fosters a sense of ownership in and
support for sustainable community initiatives and
decisions. As communities grow and change it is
important to create opportunities for all residents to
engage in community life to retain a strong sense of
belonging.

4.2.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?
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Citizens take an active role in community decisions –
similar to 2000 and 2007, half of the 2012 survey
respondents indicated they had provided input on a
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4.2.3 What are we doing now?


Public Input Options: The City, CSRD and community
organizations provide avenues and mechanisms for
the public to provide input into key decisions. The City
has identified the need for better communications to
improve citizen engagement.



Volunteering: Many volunteer groups take active
roles in the economic, environmental, recreational
and social dimensions of the community and have
been responsible for key initiatives. Despite high
participation levels, finding enough volunteers is
limiting some groups. Community Futures
Development Corporation has a committee to
recognize and attract volunteers and this group is
partnering with other organizations to host a
volunteer fair.



Early
Childhood
Development
Supports:
Establishment of the Early Learning, Literacy and
Health Neighbourhood of Learning at Bebgie View
Elementary In 2012 creates a focus for child and
family oriented services, including the Revelstoke
Child Care Society, which undertook an expansion to
provide a total of 101 licensed child care spaces for
infants to school age. In addition there are 11 family
child care centres in the community. The Early
Childhood Development Committee is a cross-sectoral
volunteer committee that acknowledges, values and
supports the shared responsibility of investing in
young children (0-6 years). It coordinates communitywide early learning and care, supports parents and
providers through information and resources, and
encourages family-friendly initiatives. Through
outstanding collaborative planning and actions,
Revelstoke’s children remain the least vulnerable in
the province, based on research by the Human Early
Learning Partnership.



School Goals: The School District has set and achieved
or exceeded goals for reading, math and social
responsibility. The social responsibility initiatives have
greatly increased students’ sense of safety in schools.
The number of students supported with behavioural
challenges is at an all-time low, due to the proactive
and preventative measures in place.



Literacy: The Literacy Action Committee is the

advisory body for several community organizations
offering literacy supports and English as a second
language training in Revelstoke. Strong community
partnerships support and plan for literacy and
learning opportunities for all.


Family Supports: There are a variety of family
supports in the community offered through the
Ministry of Children and Family Development, Interior
Health, School District 19, City of Revelstoke,
Community Connections, Revelstoke Community
Childcare Society as well as the Early Childhood
Development Committee and Literacy Action
Committee described above. 81% of 2012 community
survey respondents indicated satisfaction with
support for families and children, up from 65% in
2007. Citizens indicated a moderate to high priority
for improvement in these services.



Youth Initiative: A new cross-sectoral Revelstoke
Youth Initiative Committee, with a contracted Youth
Liaison, has resulted from the 2011 Community Youth
Assessment and Youth Action Plan. This group meets
quarterly to work collaboratively and actively to build
community capacity to: value youth as citizens and
masters of their own experience; strengthen the
resilience of youth in the face of societal risk factors,
and; enable all young people to meet the basic needs
associated with a successful transition to adulthood.
Community Futures Revelstoke is exploring the
feasibility of developing a local youth social enterprise
to provide opportunities for youth to develop skills
while earning a reasonable living wage. 2012
community survey respondents ranked activities for
youth as the second highest social issue that needs
attention.



Seniors: Revelstoke Senior Citizens Association Branch
#83 is a volunteer organization that offers support,
social and learning activities for seniors. A volunteer
coordinator delivers a number of volunteer-based
programs and the volunteer senior’s counselor offers
advocacy services. Seniors are also supported by
Interior Health services. In 2009 the Social
Development Committee completed an Age-friendly
Plan for Revelstoke and Area which lead to a number
of initiatives including a Seniors Resource Guide,
support for initiatives at the Seniors’ Centre, fall
prevention program and other activities. 79% of 2012
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community survey respondents indicated satisfaction
with seniors supports, a significant increase from 60%
in 2007. In 2012 Revelstoke was one of the first nine
communities awarded ‘Age Friendly BC’ designation.
Citizens indicated a moderate to high priority for
improvement in these services.


Social Supports: Interior Health (IH) offers some
services for seniors, people with disabilities and
others requiring social support. As well, the Seniors
Citizens Association, IH funded Adult Day Program for
seniors with certain needs, Community Connections
Outreach Program and the Awareness and Outreach
Program for people with mental disabilities are
providing opportunities for socially isolated individuals
to engage in activities. The Community Connections
Social Justice Advocate serves as a point of contact for
citizen concerns with local, provincial and federal
social issues. The Community Response Network
provides education around adult abuse, neglect and
self-neglect.



Multiculturalism: A local Multicultural Society has
been re-created which leads a collaboration of
community organizations to celebrate the annual
“The Carousel of Nations” as well as film and other
initiatives.



Welcoming Initiatives: In 2011 “Welcome to Revelstoke
– A Guide for Newcomers” was published and
distributed throughout the community and a website for
newcomers
(www.welcometorevelstoke.org)
was
created to reduce confusion about how to find services
and supports. A Welcome Week for seasonal workers
and visitors kicked off the 2012/13 winter tourism
season and the intention is to make this an annual event.

4.2.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges
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Bridging Potential Divides: As the community has
grown and changed with the resort development,
many residents who don’t use the resort feel
disengaged from planning processes and uncertain
about the direction of community development.
Concerns revolve around the rising cost of living and
the impression that most of the new commercial
ventures meet the needs of a younger generation of

resort and other outdoor recreation users. There are
opportunities to bridge potential divides based on
common interests, such as the spectacular local
environment.


Improved City Communications: There is a growing
need for improved City communications, particularly
regarding planning activities. The City has recognized
this gap and is working to reconfigure its’
communications and focus planning activities.



Broaden Community Engagement: There is
recognition that more can be done to engage new
residents and seasonal workers in community life as
volunteers and in community decision processes.



Social Isolation: Service providers have identified
social isolation as an issue for some seniors, people
with disabilities and people living on low incomes,
particularly in the winter months.



Age Friendliness: The City could do more to promote
its 2012 Age Friendly BC designation and continue to
address accessibility and social participation
challenges for many seniors. A key barrier to walking
is the slippery condition of sidewalks and mounds of
snow in the winter. More benches at bus stops,
shopping areas, and at other downtown locations
are also needed.

Resources
1) BC Stats Socio-Economic Profile for Local Health Area 19 –
Revelstoke. 2011.
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/statisticsbysubject/SocialSt
atistics/SocioEconomicProfilesIndices/Profiles.aspx
2) An Age-Friendly Plan for Revelstoke and Area. 2009.
http://www.revelstokesocialdevelopment.org/assets/files
/Age%20Friendly%20Plan%20-%20Final.pdf
3) Early Childhood Development Committee Strategic Plan
Update. 2011.
http://www.revelstokesocialdevelopment.org/assets/files
/ECD%20Strategic%20Plan%20Update%20November%202
011.pdf
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4.3 Strong, Vibrant, Creative Identity
popular gatherings. Early winter craft fairs and
winter Farmers’ Markets offer local and regional
products.

4.3.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
A community’s identity spans a number of aspects that
make it a unique and desirable place to live. This includes
the physical features of the community, from the natural
environment to the built heritage as well as the designs
of new public and private amenities (e.g. parks, streets,
bridges, public buildings). Identity also includes less
tangible aspects of a community character like
reputation (accomplishments, track record) and sense of
community (connections, neighbourliness, sense of
belonging). Creative culture is also important and
includes the artistic, musical, literary, culinary, political
and social elements of a community.



4.3.3 What are we doing now?


City Initiatives: A City Heritage Commission is
involved with the protection and enhancement of
existing heritage buildings, residences and historical
sites. A ‘Heritage Conservation Area’ in the
downtown core has been identified and preserved
through a specific bylaw recognizing the value of
‘built form’ and ‘streetscape’ in preserving
community character. The City Enhancement
Committee provides advice regarding new initiatives.
The City also has a Public Art Committee and policy
which has resulted in several public art installations
in recent years.



Cultural Strategy: Revving UP: Revelstoke’s Cultural
Strategy was updated in 2012 through a partnership
between the City of Revelstoke, the Columbia
Shuswap Regional District and the Revelstoke Arts
Council. It is currently being reviewed and revised
through an initiative of the City’s Parks, Recreation
and Culture Department. There are plans to create a

A thriving community with a unique and attractive
identity and vibrant cultural elements help attract
residents, which is essential to a sustainable community
over the long-term.

4.3.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?


Revelstoke has a strong identity based on its
spectacular natural setting, historical buildings and
authentic community character. The most common
words respondents used to explain to other people
what is most important to them about living in
Revelstoke in the 2012 survey were: friendly,
beautiful, community, skiing and mountains.



Heritage is a valued element of the community,
reflected in the turn-of the-century theme of the
downtown revitalization program, restoration of
homes and business buildings and numerous public
and private sector museums.



The community is vibrant, with many ongoing social,
cultural, economic and environmental activities.
Volunteer groups host theatre, music, visual arts and
speaker events throughout the year in a number of
different venues. Private sector music offerings are
growing. In summer, the evening music and Saturday
morning Farmers’ Markets in Grizzly Plaza are

A high level of pride and optimism exists in the
community – 72% of 2012 survey respondents were
proud of Revelstoke and 91% were optimistic about
the future of the community. Both results are very
similar to the 2007 survey.

Revelstoke State of Sustainability Report 2012
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Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee to
support implementation of this plan.


Public Installments: The community’s identity is
illustrated in several locations around the
community – for example at the recently expanded
downtown Grizzly Plaza, the heritage information
boards along the River Trail, and the new
sternwheeler image at the Community Centre.



Parks Canada: Parks Canada has taken the lead to
celebrate and enhance the meaning of important,
local historical events such as the 1910 Avalanche at
the Rogers Pass, the driving of the Last Spike at
Craigellachie, and development of the Tournament
of Champions gateway to the park (in partnership
with the City of Revelstoke).



Museums and Gallery Collective: The Revelstoke
Museums and Gallery Collective brings together the
administrators of the museums and the Visual Arts
Centre to encourage cooperation through joint
marketing, programming and sharing of expertise
and resources.



Arts Council: The Revelstoke Arts Council is a
volunteer umbrella organization with membership
from the majority of arts groups in the community,
which include theatre and visual arts.



Performance Spaces: Inadequate performance space
has limited the arts in the past, however the addition
of the 275-seat theatre at the high school and the
smaller theater at Powder Springs, along with the
renovated day lodge at RMR create a variety of
venues for expanded cultural activities.

4.3.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges


Design to Retain Heritage: Retaining the historic
character of the community while achieving
increased housing density and mixed use will require
thoughtful design and strong commitment to the
heritage element of the community identity.



Human Resources: Not-for-profit volunteer groups
lead the cultural sector, with the only paid staff at
the Arts Council, Visual Arts Centre, Performing Arts
Centre and three museums. The pool of volunteers is
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limited and many people wear multiple hats with
burnout being too common a phenomenon.


Programming Challenges: While there is interest in
expanded music and film offerings, there are risks of
low attendance and financial losses for organizers.
Creative, market-based programming is needed to
grow cultural activities to fully utilize the new
performance spaces, possibly by partnering with the
Accommodation Association, the Chamber of
Commerce and the City.



Historic Mountain View School: There has been
interest in re-purposing the historic Mountain View
School as a downtown cultural focal point, with living
and studio space for artists and perhaps the location
for a ski museum.



City Support: While the cultural community looks to
the City to expand its support for this sector, when
asked how important it was for the City to take
leadership to address the range of issues facing the
community, 32% of the 2012 survey respondents
deemed “cultural” to be very important and 48%
somewhat important – a lower response than in
2007. While significant, this was lower than
responses for environmental, economic or social
issues, creating challenges for the City to expand its
support, particularly in light of the financial
pressures on the City.



Forest Harvesting Impacts on Natural Environment:
Some are concerned that forest harvesting within
rural residential areas, in community viewscapes and
within close-in recreation areas around the City may
compromise the spectacular natural environment
which is part of the community identity.

Resources
1) Revving UP: Revelstoke’s Cultural Strategy. 2012.
http://bcrevelstoke.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/3
49
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4.4 Healthy, Active, Safe Citizens
4.4.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Citizens are the foundation of a sustainable community.
Healthy, safe citizens can use their resources to better their
lives and contribute to community life in ways that build a
sustainable community. When health or safety is threatened,
individuals and communities must focus on these basic
aspects of life leaving them less able to address the often
complex challenges of nurturing a sustainable community.

4.4.2 What does this mean in Revelstoke?






Revelstoke residents are generally physically healthy,
with lifespans equal to provincial averages and chronic
disease levels below Interior Health Area averages; the
one exception being asthma where the level is slightly
higher in Revelstoke. Compared to other areas in BC,
Revelstoke ranks in the top 10 in terms of health. 93% of
respondents to the 2012 survey consider the general
well-being of the people in their households to be stable
or improving, almost the same result as in the 2007 and
2000 surveys.
Local food security is a growing concern, in part because
of the high cost of food in the community, which was
identified as one of the most significant barriers to
meeting basic needs in Revelstoke based on the 2012
Revelstoke Poverty Reduction Strategy, and also because
of the potential for disruptions in global food distribution
due to environmental or political upheavals, energy
shortages or health related issues.
Residents see problem substance use as less of a
community issue than in the past. Fewer respondents to
the 2012 community survey cited problems with
substance use as negatively affecting them, their family,
friends or co-workers; fewer identified problem
substance use as a reason for unemployment; and over
15% fewer ranked it as a social priority. Alcohol and noncannabis drugs are the greatest concerns. This does not
mean it is no longer an issue – in the 2010 Substance Use
Strategy service providers identify alcohol as posing the
greatest harm, and define many barriers to effective
prevention, treatment and enforcement in Revelstoke.



The serious crime rate in Revelstoke is lower than the
provincial average, however it increased from 20052007 to 2008-2010, reversing a past trend, while the
provincial rate dropped. Non-cannabis drug offenses are
higher than the provincial average, including for youth.



91% of the 2012 community survey respondents felt
safe in the community, and almost 100% felt safe in their
homes - similar to the 2007 survey. Theft and vandalism
continue to be the most frequent crimes respondents
experienced, followed by physical assault and substance
related crimes.



Over the past decade residents have repeatedly
expressed the highest satisfaction with emergency
services. However, in the 2012 survey 34% of
respondents ranked these services as a high priority to
improve.

4.4.3 What are we doing now?


Social Development Committee: In 2008 the City
appointed a Social Development Committee and
contracted a Social Development Coordinator to
facilitate proactive planning for positive social change.
Through the Committee, community social organizations
are working together on identified community priorities.
Their most recent substantial projects include
completing substance use and poverty reduction
strategies, establishing a community-wide youth
initiative and creating a newcomers’ guide.



Health Services: Interior Health, private businesses and
volunteer groups provide a broad range of general
health services. Residents have to travel to larger centres
for specialized health care. IHA has recently adopted a
focus on health promotion and prevention through their
Healthy Communities Initiative. The City maintains a
Community Health Care Advisory Committee that
promotes open communication and active partnerships
to address the needs of residents and visitors.



Health Fairs: Approximately every second year the
community holds a Seniors Health Fair, which attracted
over 500 people in 2010. An annual community-wide
Health and Wellness Fair is hosted by Community
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Connections.



Community Supports: Residents who struggle to meet
their basic needs are supported through social housing;
programs and services offered through community-based
organizations (such as by the food bank, Social Justice
Advocate and housing/tenant workers at Community
Connections; the Womens’ Shelter Society; and the
Childcare Society); government agencies including Interior
Health, Ministry of Children and Families, School District
and Emergency Social Services and churches.

Food Bank Use: In recent years the number of food bank
users has escalated and residents living with low
incomes have had great difficulty finding suitable
housing. The 2012 Poverty Reduction Strategy estimates
that 32% of Revelstoke households are living with
incomes below the level required to meet basic needs
based on the actual cost of housing, food and other
essentials in Revelstoke. High rent and food costs are the
main concerns.



Substance Use: The expansion of winter and summer
adventure-based recreation is expected to engender a
‘party atmosphere’ with high risk activities like problem
substance use. Implementing the 2010 Substance Use
Strategy has been impeded by limited community
resources being focused on other community priorities.



Support for Local Food Security: Local food security
could be supported through a BearSmart backyard
chicken bylaw in the City, expanded community gardens
(perhaps including a specific ‘food bank’ garden),
retaining suitable lands in the Agricultural Land Reserve,
identifying then reserving City properties that have the
potential to grow food and supporting local agriculture
businesses.



Expanded Recreational Facilities: Recreational facilities
that are identified priorities include an expanded
skateboard park, a biking pump track, improved boat
launches and keeping the neighbourhood playgrounds
and green spaces at the old school sites. A continuous
waterfront multi-use trail along the Columbia remains a
desire for some.



Growing Demands on Emergency Services: Emergency
services all express concerns about the increase in
incidents and costs related to seasonal tourism. These
are expected to increase as tourism grows.

Local Food Security: Some citizens garden, hunt, fish and
preserve foods, thus supplying a portion their own food
needs. Local foods (from within 100 mile radius) are
available at the Farmers market, which now continues
through the winter. The North Columbia Environmental
Society hosts a number of educational activities
promoting local food security and has partnered with
the United Church to create a Community Garden and
plan to create a community food charter.
City Services: The City has adopted a Parks, Recreation
and Culture Master Plan which guides the operation and
development of City recreation facilities, including the
aquatic centre, golf course and curling/skating Forum,
with extensive programming.
Recreational Activities: In addition to the wide range of
City facilities, private sector enterprises provide downhill
skiing/boarding, bowling gyms and yoga, volunteer
recreational sports groups offer a range of activities for
children and adults and the provincial government and
Parks Canada maintain outdoor recreation facilities
around the community. The volunteer Screensmart
program continues to encourage active recreation.
Affordability limits participation for some residents.
Emergency Services: Emergency services are provided
by the City Fire Department, RCMP, Revelstoke Search
and Rescue and BC Ambulance Services. All services
report increased calls, often related to the increased
seasonal population. As in most rural areas of BC,
ambulance services have become inadequate,
prompting the Fire Department to implement the First
Responder Program, in part to address this gap.

4.4.4 Looking to the Future –
Opportunities and Challenges
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Resources
1) Revelstoke Local Health Area Profile. 2012.
http://www.interiorhealth.ca/AboutUs/QuickFacts/Popula
tionLocalAreaProfiles/Documents/Revelstoke.pdf
2) BC Stats Socio-Economic Profile for Local Health Area 19 –
Revelstoke. 2011.
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/statisticsbysubject/SocialSt
atistics/SocioEconomicProfilesIndices/Profiles.aspx.
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Part 5: The Local Economy
5.1 Locally Diverse Economy
businesses related to the tourism sector, as well as a
number of small and home based businesses that
have located here because of the outdoor recreation
and small town lifestyle that Revelstoke offers.

5.1.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Diversity is the foundation of resiliency and adaptability,
both ecologically and in business. The greater the
diversity in type and scale of businesses, the less
vulnerability there is to a downturn in a specific sector,
or failure of one business. Diversity in business types
and scale also leads to increased opportunities to create
“value chains” of businesses that support each other,
and to broaden the employment skills and
entrepreneurial base that can provide better
opportunities for businesses to evolve with changing
market demands.

5.1.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?



The number of business licenses issued increased
from 680 in 2003 to 920 in 2012. All of that increase
(net) has happened since 2007 and 2008, the same
time period that the Revelstoke Mountain Resort
was established.



Many businesses in Revelstoke are small businesses.
In a recent Business Retention and Expansion Survey,
68% of the 98 businesses that responded had 5 or
fewer full time employees.

5.1.3 What are we doing now?


Revelstoke has a relatively diverse economy
compared to many other rural communities. It has
businesses and employment related to forestry,
Canadian Pacific, government services including
Parks Canada, BC Hydro, and a significant hospitality
and services sector related to tourism and many
other small businesses.

Community and Cooperative Businesses: Revelstoke
has established several community and cooperative
businesses including, for example, the Community
Forest Corporation, the Community Energy
Corporation, the Community Housing Society, North
Columbia Artists Co-operative, and the Revelstoke
Farmers Market all of which try to help local
businesses and create employment or income.





Major project construction related to BC Hydro
development has been significant in Revelstoke.
Mica generating units 5 and 6 are currently being
installed, and the 6th generating unit at Revelstoke
dam is still a possible future project.

Business Information Centre: The City has a central
Business Information Centre that provides access to
a “one stop” access to the Chamber of Commerce,
the Economic Development Department, and
Community Futures Revelstoke.





The development of Revelstoke Mountain Resort has
provided both construction jobs and permanent and
seasonal employment related to resort operations.
Future
expansion
will
provide
additional
opportunities in both those employment areas.

City Services: The Revelstoke Community Economic
Development Department provides a range of
services including promoting Revelstoke as a place to
live and do business and providing services to assist
with business retention and expansion, including a
Business Retention and Expansion Survey 2011.



Development of the Resort, and the enhancement of
other outdoor recreation opportunities such as
biking, hiking and snowmobiling have been
instrumental in attracting a number of new



Chamber of Commerce: The Revelstoke Chamber of
Commerce provides a broad range of services to
member businesses. The Chamber has initiated a
small business group, and has applied for micro
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business training pilot project through the BC
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber is also
championing the ‘10% switch’ initiative to increase
local purchasing.


Community Futures: Community Futures Revelstoke
provides a wide range of services for new and
established businesses including business loans, selfemployment training and business services.



Community Views: In the recent community survey,
the priority economic sectors respondents indicated
the community should focus on developing were
tourism and recreation, education and training,
forestry value added, and agriculture. The lowest
priorities were mining, technology, government
services and agriculture. Improved business support
was identified as a high priority by 43% of
respondents. Leadership by the City related to the
economy was identified by 84% of respondents as
very important.

5.1.4 Looking to the Future Opportunities and Challenges


Limited Expansion: Most of the long term, larger
employers are unlikely to expand significantly in the
future.



Transportation access: For many businesses,
improving transportation access to Revelstoke is
important to their long term success. Improved
access includes more reliable road access through
the winter and spring seasons, scheduled air services
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and scheduled ground transportation to major
centres such as Kamloops, Kelowna and Calgary.


Labour Force: Maintaining and attracting an
adequately skilled labour force for both replacement
workers and for business expansion will be
increasingly difficult due to competition from other
regions of BC and Alberta, highlighting the
importance of the new labour market committee.



Succession: Finding new owners for local business as
current owners retire will be critical if current
businesses and services are to be retained.



Taxation and Fees: Commercial property taxation
and costs and fees associated with commercial
development are perceived by the businesses to be a
barrier to business development.



Focus on Small Business: Based on community and
business input, more focus on small business by
existing business service providers and improved
entrepreneurial training will be required. There may
be opportunities to provide common office and
services space, networking, sharing resources,
collaboration, connecting digitally.

Resources
1) Revelstoke Business Information Center
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?NID=116
2) Revelstoke Community Profile. 2011.
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/DocumentCenter/Hom
e/View/384
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5.2 Global Connections
Revelstoke Mountain Resort all promote Revelstoke
through web sites, brochures and other marketing
strategies such as trade shows.

5.2.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Revelstoke has a diverse local economy, but it is directly
tied to the global economy. Maintaining and enhancing
both physical connections such as road, rail and air,
communication and marketing connections, and
business and personal relationships to the rest of Canada
and the world are essential to the long-term
sustainability of the economy and community.

5.2.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?


The forestry sector, Canadian Pacific, and the
tourism sector all depend on international markets
and increasingly, those businesses are looking
internationally to fill labour supply needs.



Managing some of those connections is outside of
Revelstokes’ mandate. For example, the Province
recently announced $506 million to widen the the
Trans-Canada Highway from Kamloops to the Alberta
border to four lanes. No federal funding has been
committed, and the commitment by the current
government may not survive a provincial election. It
is unlikely that level of financial commitment would
be sufficient to complete that project.



Decisions about scheduled air services and passenger
rail, or a stop by the Rocky Mountaineer are also
made by businesses outside of Revelstoke.



Revelstoke can and does inform and advocate for
improvements in those connections.



Improving or managing communications and
marketing and building and maintaining global
relationships can be addressed by Revelstoke.



Businesses, either independently or in partnership
with the provincial government are attracting both
temporary and permanent labour from international
sources. The “Close to Heaven, Down to Earth”
community marketing theme has been developed.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort in partnership with the
Revelstoke Accommodation Association is hosting
the Freeskiing World Tour in 2013. Revelstoke has
been used as a set for movies that had an
international market.



National Parks: Glacier National Park, and Mount
Revelstoke National Park, as part of the National
Parks system, also provides links to international
markets, and are connected to the community in a
variety of ways, including the Revelstoke Chamber of
Commerce web site.



Supports for International Workers: The Revelstoke
Employment Services Centre provides services for
temporary foreign workers. The Welcome to
Revelstoke website provides information in four
languages for international guests and temporary
and permanent international employees.



Welcoming Community: An “Attracting and
Welcoming Immigrants to Revelstoke BC - Scanning
the Opportunities” (2005) report has been
developed. Many of the recommendations from this
report were incorporated and implemented through
a
“Community
Action
Plan to
Address
Multiculturalism, Racism and Discrimination in
Revelstoke” which was led by Okanagan College. A
Multicultural Society has been re-created in the
community.



Invest Kootenay: A partnership with Invest Kootenay
has been developed to assist with marketing for
business
succession
both
nationally
and
internationally.



Digital Connections: Digital communication capacity
appears to be adequate at present, but may need to

5.2.3 What are we doing now?


Marketing: The Chamber of Commerce, The
Revelstoke Accommodation Association, the City
Community Economic Development Department and
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be enhanced in the future.

air and rail transportation options, being mindful
that improved accessibility could add to tourism
visitation, but could also lead to more long distance
commuting (e.g., to Fort McMurray).

5.2.4 Looking to the Future Opportunities and Challenges
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Marketing Collaboration: Collaboration between
marketing initiatives and business initiatives to
create efficiency in international marketing will be
necessary. For example, cross linkage on web sites,
referral lists and cross referrals, and trade show
collaboration could be improved. A Revelstoke and
area web portal has been suggested.
Targeted Marketing: Targeted marketing for visitors,
for investment, entrepreneurs and labour supply will
be necessary to help create improved efficiency and
effectiveness.
International Focus: Revelstoke will have to continue
to develop and support services, events, education
and information initiatives that focus on both
international guests and international workers.
Transportation Improvements: Revelstoke will have
to continue to advocate for improvements in road,

Digital Communications Improvements: Improving
digital communications capacity may be required in
the future. Public wireless access throughout the
community could be an asset for tourism.

Resources
1) Revelstoke Chamber of Commerce
http://www.revelstokechamber.com/
2) Revelstoke Accommodation Association
http://stayinrevelstoke.com/
3) Revelstoke Economic Development
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?nid=115
4) Revelstoke Mountain Resort
http://www.revelstokemountainresort.com/
5) Parks Canada
http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/pn-np/bc/revelstoke/index.aspx
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5.3 Adequate, Skilled Workforce
5.3.1 Why is this important for a
sustainable community?
Maintaining an adequate skilled labour force is
important to the success of local businesses and
agencies, and subsequently to the long term
sustainability of the community. A skilled labour force
creates a wider range of opportunities for new
businesses and related employment. Looking forward, it
is projected that over 60 percent of employment
demand between 2007 and 2017 in B.C. will be
accounted for by replacement demand due to
permanent attrition (retirements and deaths), and that
only 24% of the demand for employment for that period
will require high school or lesser education.

from 52% in 2001. Eighteen percent had trades or
apprenticeship qualifications in 2006.


In the 2011 census approximately 23% (1,065) of the
local labour force was age 55 to 64 so many of these
workers will be retiring over the next 10 years.



Temporary foreign workers are increasingly being
relied on for labour supply in the accommodation and
food sectors.



There is no reliable "total number" for seasonal or
temporary workers in Revelstoke. BC Stats reports
163 temporary workers in 2010, with 88% of those
(143) being foreign temporary workers. The number
of temporary Canadian workers (20) seems low.



As the B.C. and Canadian economy recovers, labour
demand from other regions and from oil sands and
natural gas development will make it more difficult to
attract labour.



A recent survey of employers identified a current
difficulty in attracting mid-career professional and
technical employees and also some difficulty finding
people for seasonal retail and hospitality, and other
lower paying (minimum wage) positions. Cost of living
and housing were cited as challenges.



In a recent survey related to business retention and
expansion, 60% of businesses reported that their
employees needed training or skills improvement.



The high proportion of the current labour force with
high school or less education means that the current
economy in Revelstoke doesn’t provide adequate
career opportunities for young people with
advanced education and training.

5.3.2 What does this mean in
Revelstoke?




The work force in Revelstoke has two components,
the permanent workforce associated with employers
such as Downie Timber, Canadian Pacific, public
services and other businesses that need a permanent
labour force, and the temporary and seasonal labour
force associated mainly with the tourism sector and
related service businesses.
In 2006 (data from the 2012 Census is not yet
available) there were 3,720 people employed in
Revelstoke, and an additional 435 people were selfemployed.
At that time unemployment was
approximately 10%. Of all those aged 25 to 64 years in
2006, the potential labour force, 45% had high school
or lesser education, a significant positive decrease
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In the recent community survey, 63% of respondents
felt Revelstoke is welcoming to people of all cultures.
They also felt that the main reasons for
unemployment was lack of jobs and people don’t
want to work, and that the key factors that could
draw labour to Revelstoke are higher wages and jobs
that match education and training.

small scale of employment training needs, some courses
can’t be delivered. The College needs a minimum of 9
students in a class.

5.3.4 Looking to the Future Opportunities and Challenges


Retiring Workers and Youth Opportunities: If the
retiring labour force cannot be adequately replaced,
current businesses may face challenges in remaining
profitable and/or competitive. Opportunities in the
employment chain may be available for local youth
with the right skills and training as these positions open
up if they are filled internally.



WorkBC- Revelstoke is organizing a labour market
committee, including employers, agencies, and
training organizations to focus on labour market
issues and solutions.

Skilled Workers: If new skilled employees are not
available, businesses that wish to expand or locate in
Revelstoke may not be successful. Businesses are
increasingly looking at foreign workers, especially in
lower paying positions, to address those needs.



Promotion: The City, Chamber of Commerce and the
Accommodation Association are actively promoting
the City as a place to visit and/or as a place to live or
establish a business.

Seasonal Workers: Integrating increasing numbers of
full time and seasonal international labour into the
labour force and into the community will become more
important.



Skills, Education and Training: Developing skills,
education and training opportunities that fit the scale
of demand is both necessary and difficult. On-line
education, mentoring, tutoring and other locally
developed and supported options may be required.

There are perceptions that businesses do not
generally invest in their workers in terms of
education and skills development.

5.3.3 What are we doing now?








Labour market: A labour market study was
undertaken in 2006. Currently, employers are
responsible for attracting and retaining labour.

Employment Services: The WorkBC programs at
Employment Services Centre provide workshops
related to employment and case management for
individuals who have had difficulty remaining
employed. They can also provide a wage subsidy for
folks who have an attachment to EI (employer
training based) for 24 weeks and up to 50% of
wages. The Centre also provides services for
temporary foreign workers. The Chamber of
Commerce provides an employer guide for hiring
foreign workers.



Self-employment: Self-employment
provided by Community Futures.



Education/Training: Okanagan College Revelstoke
campus provides a range of continuing studies, part time
vocational and first aid training opportunities including a
rotating trades program as well as adult upgrading
courses and tutoring. The College also does contract
initiatives with government e.g., employment skills
access, Youth Skills Link program. Due to the relatively
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support

is

Resources
1) BC Stats Community Facts – Revelstoke.
http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/StatisticsBySubject/SocialSt
atistics/CommunityFacts.aspx
2) Ten Year Employment Outlook for BC 2007-2017.
http://www.aved.gov.bc.ca/labourmarketinfo/reports/CO
PS_BC_Unique_Scenario_2007-2017%20.pdf
3) WorkBC Employment Services Centre - Revelstoke
http://www.workbc-revelstoke.com/
4) Revelstoke Business Retention and Expansion Survey
Results. 2011.
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Part 6: Achieving Sustainability
Background
Since sustainability emerged as a call to action in the
1987 Brundtland Report, municipal governments have
taken the lead in Canada and abroad. In BC, Revelstoke
was an early leader in both carrying out the necessary
planning and analytical work, and taking action. The
Community Vision (1994), Community Development
Action Plans (CDAPs) (created in 2001 and updated in
2006 and partially in 2009 and 2011), Water
Conservation Strategy, Official Community Plan (OCP),
Community Energy and Emissions Plan, Early Childhood
Development Strategy, Age Friendly Plan and
Community Housing Society to name only a few, all
signal Revelstoke’s commitment to collaboratively
integrating environmental, social and economic values
into plans and actions in order to secure its long-term
well-being.
The city has also moved forward on projects that are
unprecedented for a community of its size; Revelstoke
Community Forest Corporation, Revelstoke Community
Energy Corporation, a cosmetic pesticide bylaw, the
Children’s Charter and curbside recycling are just a few
examples of the community’s commitment to positive,
sustainable change.
While Revelstoke has made substantial progress in terms
of sustainability planning and collaboration, there is a
shared recognition that it’s time to focus on action.
Translating ICSPs into ‘on the ground’ action is not an
easy undertaking. The City is facing increasing demand
for services along with growing expectations for fiscal
restraint while community organizations face cyclical
funding and human resource challenges.
The context for this ICSP is mainly defined by the two
following conditions:


The ICSP is a “community” plan: Revelstoke’s ICSP is
a community-owned plan, which means the City will
work collaboratively with government agencies, and
community organizations to coordinate the
implementation of actions defined in the plan.
Regular monitoring, reporting and community
engagement will also be a shared responsibility.

While it is a community-owned plan, the City has
jurisdiction and resources to operate critical
infrastructure and manage many community
services. The City also enjoys delegated power from
the Province to regulate the location and quality of
private development and businesses. For these
reasons, the City will assume a primary role in
facilitating implementation; how and where City
resources are deployed will greatly influence
implementation.


The ICSP is an overarching plan: The ICSP will act as
the highest-level planning document that sets
direction for City and community plans, policies and
operations. It recognizes what Revelstoke is doing
well, providing guidance on how to build on these
strengths while identifying gaps and possible
solutions. The sustainability framework will guide the
medium-term process of integrating sustainability
considerations into current operations, community
development and community engagement activities,
as Community Development Action Plans have done
in the past.
The plan will support an ongoing focus on achieving
the desired long-term social, economic and
environmental outcomes through regular monitoring,
reporting and continuous improvement. As well, the
plan will provide critical direction for how to integrate
sustainability into decision-making and how the
community can work together to achieve its vision.

To prepare for and support implementation over the
long term, understanding the readiness of local
organizations to work collaboratively is of critical
importance. Using common implementation practices as
measures for analysis, the following section seeks to
answer the fundamental question: Are community
partners positioned to support implementation of the
ICSP?
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6.1 Capacity Evaluation Approach
There can often be a gap between what a community
commits to do in plans and what it actually delivers.
While the size of the gap can vary from issue to issue, the
gap is most often caused by a lack of alignment and
integration in six key areas: visioning, engagement,

resourcing,
planning,
implementation,
and
management.
These practice areas can operate
independently with competing and sometimes
conflicting priorities.
The table below defines the
practice areas and highlights common practices.

Practice Area for Implementation

Overview of Common Practices

Clarity of VISION: The ICSP itself, which defines what the 
community wants to achieve over the long-term





ENGAGE to Collaborate and Communicate: Effective
mechanisms for collaboration, engagement and
communication amongst local governments, community
groups, government agencies and citizens

RESOURCE Adequately: The City and community
organizations have access to adequate resources over the
long-term to implement the ICSP














PLAN Alignment and Integration: City, community
organization and collaboration plans define short-, and
medium-term approaches to achieve long-term priorities 
defined in the ICSP

Complete, comprehensive ICSP
Broadly supported vision statement
Compelling priorities and goals
Strategic Framework
Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timebound objectives (SMART), targets and indicators
Public reporting
Clear governance roles with formal partnerships
Collaboration activities
Education and training
State of sustainability reporting
Celebration
Communications activities
Finance, budgeting and debt management
Human resource management
Asset management
Maximizing external funding opportunities
Planning process integrates ICSP Vision, and goals
into development of specific plans
Plans complement one another

ACTIONS that Demonstrate Commitments: Programs, 
services, projects, legal requirements and advocacy 
aligned with the ICSP so that what the community
actually does reinforces and demonstrates its 
sustainability commitment - including making hard,
potentially unpopular decisions which
maximize
integrated opportunities

Early, collaborative action
Operations, programs, services and projects aligned
with community plans
City and agency regulations and standards aligned
with community plans/ICSP

MANAGE Processes, Structures and Systems: Embed 
sustainability in day to day decision-making through 
organization structures, processes, policies and 
management systems


Organization structure and teams
Organization culture
Management systems, administrative policies,
decision-making tools
Monitoring, evaluation and continuous improvement
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6.2 Evaluation of Revelstoke Community Capacity for ICSP Implementation
The following table uses the common practices identified above to evaluate Revelstoke’s capacity to implement an
ICSP.

What are we doing now?

Future Opportunities and Challenges

Clarity of VISION



Revelstoke has a well-crafted vision 
statement that has been continuously
supported since 1994. This vision was the
starting point for the ICSP. The ICSP will
identify sustainability priorities that define
‘what’ the community seeks to achieve,
with clear goal statements and integrated
strategies that define ‘how’ it will get there.
The ICSP will also define how the
community will work together to
implement the plan and report back to the
community on a regular basis.

For many communities who have created
ICSPs, ongoing reporting is a major
challenge. It is often difficult to find time
and resources to complete regular
progress reports and evaluate the need
for changes in community activities to
more effectively address priorities. The
ICSP will define how and who will
implement this important aspect of
achieving sustainability.

ENGAGE to
Collaborate and
Communicate



The City has established committees and 
commissions who provide critical direction
and support for addressing issues of
community interest. In particular the Social
Development Committee has strengthened
collaboration in this sector. As well,

community and volunteer organizations
work collaboratively to plan and take action
to improve community life.

Maintaining community interest in
sustainability and collaboration during
implementation can be difficult if roles
are not well defined and there are no
clear leaders or champions.





A comprehensive community survey,
completed approximately every 5 years,
monitors satisfaction levels and identifies
emerging concerns and priorities. The City
maintains an extensive website that posts
critical community work and programs and
provides an ongoing mechanism for input.
An intense period of City planning over
recent years has resulted in engagement
burnout and concerns about City processes.
Recently the City has tested Town Hall
meetings
as
an
engagement/communication
tool
to

respond to community concerns about
existing approaches.
The City and community partners have
worked hard to ensure strong public
participation in the ICSP. This investment in

The ICSP will build on the success of
ongoing collaboration in the community
to support CDAP implementation by
reframing current action plan sections
around the ICSP integrated strategies.
This creates an opportunity to reconsider
membership, terms and responsibilities
for City commissions/ committees. To
avoid “silo’ed” implementation, an
overarching ICSP committee with
membership
from
current
committees/commissions
might
be
appropriate. The ICSP will recommend a
framework for community collaboration
and governance to support ICSP
implementation.
A Community Engagement Master Plan
that is developed through effective
collaboration that reflects the preferences
of residents may help address the City’s
communication challenges.
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RESOURCE
adequately
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community capacity building will support 
ongoing implementation over time.

Persistently communicating the need for
sustainability, the vision and priorities will
be necessary. A dedicated ICSP webpage
for posting the ICSP and regular progress
reports is suggested.

The City relies on property tax revenue 
($10.3 million in 2012) as a significant
component of its income ($18.6 million in
2012), making it necessary to balance
taxation, services and related operating and
capital costs, and long-term debt (currently
$19 million – projected to increase to
$26.6M by 2016) in a way that allows
Revelstoke to respond to community needs.
As a resort community, the scale of
municipal services necessary to support

visitors is much larger than is required for
the permanent population - those
additional costs have to be funded by the
City’s tax paying residents and businesses.

In 2012, Revelstoke ranked fourth among
the eight resort communities in the
Columbia Basin in terms of municipal
expenses per capita and third in taxation
per capita, with the highest business tax
multiplier and rate. Balancing the costs of
services,
property
taxation
rates,
commercial and industrial multipliers and
long-term debt is, and will continue to be
an ongoing challenge.

Since 2011 the City has annually established
a Financial Focus Group made up of local
business owners and professionals to
advise council on budget proposals. In their
2012 report, the group identified a number

of
areas
for
improving
financial
management. Council has several plans to
review and independently audit City
financial processes and decisions.
The City has a total of 105 staff in
management, administration, planning,

engineering, public works, parks and
recreation,
community
economic
development and finance. Three year
contracts are now in place for research,
coordination and action support for
environment and social development
initiatives,

In addition to the approximately 14
government agencies providing services in
the
community,
approximately
15
community organizations (not including
recreation groups) provide a range of
programs and services, with most of these
resources being in the social sector, which

Continuing the Financial Focus Group,
perhaps as a standing City Committee;
Implementing the City’s plans for
improved
financial
management,
including independent audits should
ensure the City is making best use of
resources. Prompt reporting will allow
residents to better understand the City’s
financial processes, decisions and status.
Continuing to offer grant writing training
and when appropriate, guidance from City
personnel on funding opportunities will
further strengthen the success of
community organizations to access
funding.
The upcoming large scale retirement of
baby boom generation staff can be
expected to challenge organizations to
meet human resource needs. Innovative
practices such as mentoring, supported
training, and flexible work arrangements
may be needed to bridge transitions.
Focused attention and resources will be
needed to implement the Substance Use
and Poverty Reduction Strategies. These
are both complex issues requiring
sustained collaborative action. There is a
risk that ongoing delay in implementation
will dampen community support for social
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was estimated to contribute about $34
million to the local economy in 2008. Most

community organizations have strong fund
raising skills. Implementation of the 2010
Substance Use Strategy and the 2012
Poverty Reduction Strategy has been
delayed due to resource constraints.

PLAN Alignment
and Integration



According to financial service providers,
household debt loads are high, consistent
with national trends. The high cost of living
in Revelstoke challenges many households.



Past Community Development Action Plans 
have integrated existing City and
community plans, fostering this practice in
the
community.
The
Community
Development Action Plan also provided
guidance for new plans, encouraging
alignment in community planning.



The OCP lays out a system of nested plans
that align broader strategic plans, topic
specific master plans and operational
planning.



The Social Development Committee has
updated
the
relevant
Community
Development Action Plan sections every
two years, integrating any revisions in 
relevant community plans, and informing
updates to these plans. The Community
Economic
Development
Department
coordinates the integration of City and
community economic planning. Until
recently, the City hosted an annual public
update of the Community Development

Action Plan.



The ICSP was informed by many recently
adopted plans and strategies completed by
the City and community partners, which
again supports an integrated, aligned
approach.



Many, but not all of the existing City and
community plans are updated on an
ongoing basis, creating opportunities for
continuing alignment and integration.

planning.
Expanded financial management advice
services might help individuals and
households to better manage their debt
levels. Implementing the 2012 Poverty
Reduction Strategy will assist all residents
to meet their needs.

The City OCP, Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, and land use/development
bylaw(s) will need to be revised to reflect
the ICSP when regular updating is
scheduled (i.e. every 5 to 10 years). The
city has not adopted important draft plans
/ bylaws which should be a priority going
forward as they influence community
sustainability in many areas.
The
following draft plans should be updated
to reflect ICSP priorities before they are
approved:
o

Zoning and related bylaws

o

Draft Transportation Master Plan

The City does not currently maintain a
strategic plan (e.g. 3 year plan for priority
projects and spending). Should the city
develop one, a strategic plan is an ideal
opportunity to clearly and regularly
establish sustainability as a corporate
priority with Council and the community.
The ICSP will recommend a framework for
ongoing plan alignment and integration,
building on successful community
practices and identifying approaches to
strengthen updating of all plans.
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ACTIONS that
Demonstrate
Commitments

MANAGE
Processes,
Structures and
Systems



The City has already moved on significant 
precedent setting initiatives such as
implementing a district energy system,
resort municipality status, heritage
conservation area, community housing
society and numerous programs for water
conservation, solid waste management, and
others, illustrating its commitment and
capacity to carry out complex initiatives.

The community has been actively
completing plans in a number of areas
which served to set the community on a
path towards sustainability. Noticeably
shifting the focus to priorities for
collaborative action that is consistent with
these plans will be important going
forward to maintain trust and confidence
with community partners and residents.



The community is a recognized provincial 
leader in early childhood development,
school education, age friendliness and
social development planning.



Within each sector and for specific
initiatives, organizations have, for the most
part, collaborated effectively to implement 
actions successfully.

The loss of the Friends of Mount
Revelstoke and Glacier National Parks will
create a large gap in community outdoor
recreation and environment related
activities which may be difficult for
existing organizations to fill.
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The City has management structures and a 
corporate
culture
that
encourages
integrated sustainability. The City uses a
Smart Growth Development Checklist to
guide decision making for development

projects. The City’s annual report highlights
department achievements and financial
indicator performance.
Community
organizations
generally
function effectively with appropriate
processes, structures and systems. Smooth
transitions during leadership changes in key
organizations illustrate their management
strength.

It must be remembered that while the
City and community organizations have
many of the right tools in place to move
forward on sustainability, in many cases
visible action depends on many external
forces beyond the community’s control
such as available funding, the pace of
private development or provincial
policies, which can stall or accelerate
action.
The City might consider establishing a
credible home for sustainability within the
municipality as a combined group and/or
with new reporting relationships.
The City could build momentum and trust
through transparent and accountable
decision-making and regularly measuring
performance and reporting progress.
Structured processes, criteria and tools
for evaluating municipal decisions and
progress on sustainability should be
considered. The following principles are
offered for consideration:
o

Integrate rather than initiate: Do not
invent new tools if sustainability
criteria can be added to an existing
tool. For instance, the Smart Growth
Development Checklist might be
updated to reflect emerging ICSP
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priorities.

The above evaluation illustrates that the City, community
organizations and citizens have significant capacity to
implement sustainability to address community
priorities, including complex initiatives, largely through a
solid track record of collaboration. There are challenges
ahead in terms of effectively engaging citizens and
ensuring adequate financial and human resources.
Opportunities exist to expand community collaboration
to make further, deeper progress in areas of common
interest such as poverty reduction, substance use and
water conservation. The ICSP Action Plan will identify

o

Use the full range of tools at your
disposal: The City is a regulator,
operator and holds influence with
other
governments,
community
organizations and citizens.

o

Do a few things well: focused action in
a few areas, leaving other priorities
for future dates



The City and community organizations
could support sustainability by reviewing
their management processes, structures
and systems using the ICSP sustainability
priorities and goals. For example: does the
organization generate minimal waste;
does it support healthy active citizens?



The ICSP will provide a framework for
monitoring, evaluation and continuous
improvement.

specific opportunities to improve capacity to implement
sustainability.
A significant challenge and opportunity is implementing
a practical framework for efficiently evaluating and
reporting on progress over time to support continuous
improvement. The ICSP will provide a framework for
tracking progress over time and using the practice areas
listed above to support critical evaluation of community
capacity.
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Part 7: Moving to Action
7.1 Next Steps
The first phase of this ICSP: The Sustainability Framework
identified community priorities and integrating strategies
for a Sustainable Revelstoke. The second phase: The
State of Sustainability Report summarizes the strengths,
challenges and opportunities of sustainability within the
Sustainability Framework.

sustainability. Starting with compilations of actions from
existing plans, the project team will conduct interviews,
focus groups and public input sessions to seek new ideas
and then define priority actions to address the
challenges and opportunities listed above for community
sustainability priorities.

The next phase of this ICSP will create an Action Plan
that updates the most recent version of the Community
Development Action Plan with a focus on long-term

The Sustainability Framework, this State of Sustainability
Report and the Action Plan will provide direction for the
community to continue to move towards sustainability.

7.1.1 More Information
Readers are encouraged to review the full family of ICSP
documents at:
http://www.cityofrevelstoke.com/index.aspx?NID=322
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